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A microinterferometric method was used to determine 
the concentration profiles in the infinite field unsteady 
state diffusion of D-Glucose in aqueous polymer solutions. 
Pseudo binary diffusion coefficients were determined as a 
function of reduced concentration both with and without 
the effect of liquid volume change during diffusion 
being considered. The systems studied were D-Glucose in 
aqueous Carboxymethylcellulose and D-Glucose in aqueous 
Carboxypolymethylene solutions. Solute concentration 
ranged from nearly zero to about 9% by weight D-Glucose in 
the aqueous polymer solutions. 
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PROLOGUE TO THESIS 
rrhe object of this investigation is to study the 
effect of solute concentration on the molecular diffusion 
coefficient in aqueous polymer solutions and also to 
determine the effect of polymer concentration on the 
diffusion coefficient. Besides these objectives, the 
importance of considering the effect of volume changes 
during the diffusion process is also investigated. 
Information concerning molecular diffusion of solute-
polymer pairs in con centra ted solutions should be useful 
when considering many important polymer processing steps 
such as mixing, extraction, dissolution, and fiber formation 
by solution spinning. 
The non-ionic, water-soluble polymers Carboxymethyl-
cellulose (CHC) and Carboxypolymethylene {Carbopol) were 
used with D-Glucose as the solute. These particular 
polymer solutions were studied to aid in the prediction 
of Molecular diffusivities for liquid extraction studies. 
A microi.ntePferometric technique was used to experi-
mentally determine the dirfusivities. Before 1967 the 
effect of volume changes during diffusion using the 
interferometric method was not considered. Previous 
measursments of the diffusivities by Desai(9)of the systems 
studied in this work were conducted before 1967. Therefore, 
Desai did not consider the effect of volume change on the 
d.iffusivity. In this study, the data of Desai were 
reanalyzed considering the effect of voltune changes. 
The microinterferometric method analyzes the concen-
tration profiles in a free diffusion experiment. Free 
diffusion will occur Hhen t-v10 phases having different 
concentrations are brought in direct contact with each 
other. The dirfusion process occurs in a cell of effectively 
infinite length in which there are no concentration changes 
at the ends of the cell during the period of observation. 
Tt.te most general method of determining binary diffusion 
coefficients from free diffusion data is that developed 
by Boltzmann in 1894 {J). However, all of the numerical 
methods had been derived for the case in ,;..rhich no voltune 
change occurs during the mixing of the diffusion species. 
As a result of' this limitation, many experimenters have 
chosen to examine diffusion between two solutions of very 
nearly the same concentration in an attempt to minimize 
the effect of the volume change during diffusion. From 
the equation of change and equation of motion, Duda and 
Vrentas (10) derived an equation from which diffusion 
coefficients can be obtained from free diffusion experiments. 
Paul (18) modified the relation to a form which vias easier 
to use. 1lhe equations considering both volume with and 
without change on mixing were used in this study. 
Free diffusion by microinterferometric means is 
currently one of the most accurate methods of measuring 
molecular diffusion coefficients. Its major advantages 
xii 
in comparison with the normal interferometric method are, 
1) the former equipment is less expensive; 2) the time 
required to obtain the data is much less; 3) only microgram 
amounts of solution are required in this method; and 
4) since the microinterferometric diffusion cell is very 
thin, convection currents can be minimized; and hence 
temperature control is not as difficult to attain with the 
microinterferometry as it is with the macrointerferometry. 
1 
Diffusion Coefficients of D-Glucose in Aqueous 
Carboxymethylcellulose and Carboxypolymethylene Solutions 
A. L. Huang, S. V. Desai, and R. M. vlellek 
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Missouri 
1. Introduction 
Molecular diffusion coefficients of D-Glucose in 
aqueous Carboxymethylcellulose (CHC) and Carboxypolymethy-
lene (Carbopol) solutions were measured in this work by a 
microinterferometric technique. Optical interference 
methods have been used previously by Kegeles and Gosting (9), 
Longsworth (10), Ambrose (1), Berg (2), Crank and Robinson 
(4), Robinson (15), Searle (16), Nishijima and Oster (11,12), 
and Secor (17). These workers assumed that there was no 
volume change on mixing during the diffusion process. 
However, Duda and Vrentas (6,7) derived a relation for 
calculating the molecular dirfusivity which properly 
considers this effect. Paul (13) applied the relation or 
Duda and Vrentas for systems with linear density-concent-
ration relations in a manner so that the calculations 
for diffusion coefficients using the interferometric 
technique is convenient. 
In this investigation, one unsteady state solute 
concentration profile (observed at a certain time) was 
analyzed to study the effect of considering volume changes 
during mixing for the D-Glucose-CMC and D-Glucose-Carbopol 
systems. The ten systems studied are given in Table 1. 
Table l 
Polymeric Systems Used 
Initial 
System Polymer Solvent Polymer Solute solute Temperature 
cone. cone. Degrees C 
wt. % gm/100 cm3 
solution 
1 CMC . v!a ter 2.20 D-Glucose 10 23 
2 CMC Water 2.00 D-Glucose \ '10 23 
3 CMC Water 1.?0 D-G1ucose 10 23 
4 CMC vJater 1. 35 D-Glucose 10 23 
5 c~c Water 1.20 D-Glucose 10 23 
6 Carbopol '\>later 0.28 D-G1ucose 10 23 
7 Carbopo1 \..Jater 0.25 D-G1ucose 10 21 
8 Carbopo1 'ttl a ter 0.22 D-G1u.cose 10 21 
9 Carbopol '..Jater 0.20 D-G1ucose 10 23 




The apparatus used in this Hork was basically the 
same as that used by Secor (16), except for the Carbopol 
systems for which platinum coated slides were used instead 
of aluminum coated slides to eliminate corrosion ppoblems. 
In this study the range of the apparent viscosity of the 
polymer solutions used in the CMC system was from 635 
centipoise to 9840 centipoise, and the range of viscosity 
used in the Carbopol system \vas from 819 centipoise to 
17980 centtpoise. For systems with viscosities significantly 
outside these ranges, the microinterferometric method 
could not be used; this effectively limited the range of 
polymer concentrations Hbich could be studied. 
3. ;\n~J.-..Y- s~..!~ g_f Data 
Secor (16) used one concentration prorile observed 
at a certain time and assumed no volume change on mixing 
during the diffusion process. 'rhe diffusion coefficient 
was cnlculn ted as a functi~)n of concentration using the 
following relation: 
j~ xdy 
2t gr_ dx 
(1) 
Paul (13) observed that when the total fringe deflection 
was snall and only a few fringes (10 or less) cross a line 
drawn parallel to the x axis, the errors involved in 
measu.Ping the fringe deflection from a photograph as a 
4 
function of x would considerably affect the evaluation 
of the integrals and ~ake graphical differentiation of these 
d!:3.ta very unreliable. In view of this problem, Paul used 
several concentration profiles which were observed at 
various times in order to help reduce the random error 
of transposing the fringe contour on a photograph into 
digital data. The profiles were combined into a naster 
plot by using the Boltzmann transformation. The diffusion 
coefficient which considers volume changes during diffusion 
was then calculated as a function of reduced concentration 
from the 
where 




weight fraction of the solute 
(s (l+Ai~TA) == solution density 
1 x/2t·~ 
The effect of volume changes during diffusion is con-
sidered through the variable solution density, f , 
for the different solute concentrations. 
In this work, only one profile for each system was 
used both with and without the effects of volume 
(2) 
chRnges during diffusion being considered in the calcul-
ations. The totRl fringe deflection in this work was not 
as sm~ll as Paul's; hence, the use of only one concentration 
profile probably does not contribute .signir•ican tly to the 
possible errors mentioned by Paul. The time, t, which was a 
5 
finite known value was separated from yt in thi ~ uork fo1~ 
calculational convenience. Thus, in the case of diffusion 
Hith volume change, the pseudo binary dit'fusivity was 
calculated from the following relation: 
vfuen the volume change was not considered, the above 
relation was simplified as follovTs: 
Jy,., .. " d " X y-..-
0 
·-
2t ( dy-i;.l dx) 
( 3) 
Od 
wh:i.ch is, except for the concentration variable, essentially 
equivalent to equation (1). 
In order to find the position of the original inter-
face (x=p) when it is assumed that no volume change 
during diffusion occurs, the original interface was located 
so that the a~ount of substance leaving one half-plane 
is equal to the amount of substance arriving at the second 
hRlf-plane (4,8,17). That is 
- J:P xdy* = J:P xdy* 
Hhnre yp is the value of y~~ corresponding to p. The 
relation for finrling the original interface for volume 
changes during diffusion was presented by Paul (13) as 
follows: 
(5) 
The iterative procedure used to locate p is described 
in Appendix D. 
In order to perform the integrations indicated in 
equations (1), (3), and (4), it is very useful to have 
6 
an analytic relation between y~} and x. The functional 
relation of the data is approximately represented by the 
following sigmoidal equation 
( 6) 
G(x) 
y~~ = abc (7) 
tvhere 
G(x) = x/r - 1 
In this work, the scaling factor r was taken to be 0.005. 
The method suggested by Davis (.5') and used by Secor 
(17) required rirst that the data (y* versus x) b~ 
curve-fitted by passing a smooth curve through the data 
by "eye". From this smooth curve, values of y{} at equal 
increments of x are obtained for use in the method of 
Davis to determine the constants a, b, and c. It was 
found in this Hork, hm..rever, that human bias in the 
smoothing of the data often resulted in significantly 
different final results of the curve-fit of equation (7). 
'Ihus in this work, an iterative non-linear least 
squares method was used to determine the curve-fit of 
equation (7) (which is non-linear in the constants a, 
b, and c) ·directly from the original data ---which in 
1 
general were at unequal increments in x. The least squares 
procedure used in this work resulted in a closer fit of 
the data to equation (7) than the procedure of Davis (5). 
See Appendix D. 
The integrals );* xdy~~ and 5~~-xy~~dy~~ were evaluated 
by Simpson's numerical method using equation (7). However, 
it was found convenient to first transform x to function 
of y*, i.e. x=f(y*), and then evaluate the integrals 
~* f (y~~) dy~} and ~~~-f ( y~} )y~~ody*. The deri va ti ve dy~:-/ dx 
was easily obtained by directly differentiating the· 
Gompertz equation. 
A detailed discussion of the analysis of the data is 
given in Appendix D. 
4. Procedure and Results 
The experimental procedure used here was basically 
the same as that used by Secor (17). 
The refractive index-concentration relationships 
were obtained by making measurements of a series of polymer 
solutions with known solute concentration using an Abbe 
Spencer refractometer. The index of refraction using an 
Abbe Spencer refractometer could be determined to ~ .0001. 
The resulting refractive index-concentration relationships 
were represented by the relation 




TI~e densities were measured using a pycnometer using 
standal~d techniques (see Appendix G). The density and 
the concentration dependence of density are given in 
TPble 2. 
~~e moleculAr diffusion results are given in Figures 
1 and 2 as the differential diffusion coefficient versus 
reduced concentration of the solute. Diffusion coefficient 
n1~), ·presented in these figures were calculated using 
equation (3), which considers the density effect on 
mixing during molecular diffusion. 
~. Discussion of Results 
The diffusion coefficients vrere calculated for two 
cases: Di~) using equation (3) and Dl~) using equation 
(4). For each system, each value of diffusivity, ni~>, 
which does not consider the volume change is always 
(1) 
slightly smaller than the diffusivity, DAB which does 
consider volume changes. The absolute percentage deviation 
of ni~' from n11' decreases as the ~educed concentration 
increases. For all ten systems, the mr.xirnum percentage 
deviations ranged from -4.49~ to -0.62~, depending on the 
system. Though the deviation is not large, the small 
ch8nges in volume on mixing have been properly considered. 
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Figure 1. Differential Diffusivity vs. Solute 
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0 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y*, Dimensionless 
Figure 2. Differential Diffusivity vs. Solute 
Reduced Concentration for Carbopol-Water 
System 
Table 2 
Density of Pure Solvent ~d the Concentration Dependence £f the 
Solution Density 
Systern fs oc Nu.-rnber A WAl 
1 1.0089 0.3387 23 0.0902 
2 1.0070 0. 3507 23 0. 0903 
"' 1. 0048 0.3328 23 0.0905 .) 
4 1.0041 0. 3132 23 0.0906 
5 1.0029 0.26j0 23 0.0907 
6 0.9987 0.3790 23 0.0910 
7 0.9999 0.3552 21 0.0909 
8 0.9991 0.3750 21 0. 0910 
9 0.9990 0.3573 23 0.0910 




~alues of the Integrated Average Diffusivity, ni~) 
-- for the System Studied 
Solute . -I)( 1) -
System Polymer Sol vent 10 gm/100 cm3 AB 5 Number Solution cm2/sec(l0) 
-
1 CMC 2.20% \va ter D-Glucose 1.140 
2 CMC 2.00% ·vrater D-Glucose 1.121 
3 CMC 1.70% "vJater D-Glucose 0.969 
4 CMC 1. 35% 1;Ja ter D-Glucose 1 .. 292 
5 CMC 1.20% Water D-G1ucose 1.717 
6 Carbopol 0.28% "VJater D-G1ucose 0.874 
7 Carbopol 0.25% Water D-Glucose 1.120 
8 Carbopol 0.22% via ter D-G1ucose 0.878 
0 Carbopol 0.20% 
' 
\va ter D-Glucose 0.861 




The integral average dif'fusivities, D, for the two 
polymers were given in Table 3. Though the data are 
somewhat scattered, the integral ciffusivities of both 
D-Glucose-CMC and D-Glucose-Carbopol appear to increase 
with decreases of polymer concentration. 
'Th.e diffusion coefficient of D-Glucose in pure water 
at 2)°C calculated using the Wilke-Chang (18) equation 
(ior dilute Newtonian solutions) was found to be 0.71(10)-5 
cm2/sec, while at 21°C it was 0.67(lo)-5cm2/sec. TI1ese 
predictions may be compared with the experimental values 
(at the lowest value solute concentration for each system). 
T:.n.e percentage deviation of the vlilke-Chang prediction 
from the experimental value ranged from -39:2% to '. 52.2% 
(the respective experimental diffus~vities were 1.18~10)-5 
cm2/sec and 0.4J9(lo)-5cm2/sec). For very low solute 
concentrations and low polymer concentrations, the Wilke-
Chang equation may be used for only approximate estimations 
of the diffusivity. 
Clough et al (J) have suggested a semi-theoretical 
equation for predicting the dit'fusivi ty of a solute j_n 
non-Newtonian solutions. 
= X ( ~ I 5 cp) (.))/ )lcp) 
cp ~ {9) 
Ree and Eyring (14) show that the average of 3 is 
about 6.0 in non-polar, organic fluids, and tho best 
available average value of ~ is 15.5 in aqueous systems. 
TI1erofore, ~ I ~ cp equal to 15.5/6.0 was used in this 
14 
work for comparisons with experimental data. Though the 
ratio ~/}Ucp in the work or Clough et al may be established 
by means of direct rheological measurements, the rheo-
logical measurements for these ten systems were not per-
formed in this study. Clough et & studied ~-napthol 
--
diffusing through a 1% aqueous solution of sodium carboxy-· 
methylcellulose. None of ten systems in this work was 
exactly the same as those studied by Clough. However, 
system 5 (D-Glucose diffusing through a 1.2% aqueous 
solution or CMC) is relatively similar to the 1% CMC 
system used by Clough et al. Therefore, as an approxi-
mation Clough's value of ~~p=J.O centipoise for a 
1.0% CMC system was used here. If one assumes solvation 
to triple the effective volume Of!a. CHC molecule in solution 
(J), Xcp would be equal to 0.97. The Wilke-Chang (18) 
value of the diffusivity (in pure water) was calculated 
to be 0.71(10)-5cm2/sec and was used as the diffusivity 
of Newtonian fluid, D. Then DNN for system 5 using 
equation (9) is predicted to be 0.547(10)-5cm2/sec. 
The lowest experimental value of the diffusivity for 
this system (at the solute concentration of 0.84 gm/100 cc 
solution) is 1.18(10)-Scm2/sec. The percentage deviation 
of the Clough et al predicted value from this experimental 
value is -53.7%. The percentage deviation of the Wilke-
Chang predicted value from this experimental value is 
15 
-39."8%. Thus, for this one particular system, the itlilke-
Chang relation seemed to be slightly more accurate than 

























concentration dependence of the solution density 
constants in Gompertz equation 
molecular diffusion coefficient of a 
solute, crn2 /sec 
coordinate, corresponds to distance after 
the changing of the scale 
original interface at x axis, ern 
time measured from the beginning of the 
experiment, seconds 
coordinate, corresponds to distance em 
concentration of solute, gm/100 cm3 
concentration ot solute, gm/cm3 
reduced concentration vl A/vl Al 
reduced concentration y~~ corresponds to p 
weight fraction of solute, Y/(Y + wt. of 
Polymer solution) 
the volume fraction of the continuous phase 
refractive index 
integral (average) diffusion coefficient 
of a solute, cm2/sec 
solute A 
solvent B 
initial weight fraction or solute 
solute free weight fraction 
17 
NN diffusivity of a non-Newtonian fluid 
cp - properties or parameters of the continuous 





viscosity of the fluid 
number of neighbors of the dirfusing 
molecule which are sheared during 
its advancing a distance equal to 
one lattice parameter 
1~ 
BoltzMann transformation, x/2t~, 
1.: 
em/ sec 2 
total mass density (solution density) 
grr./cm3 
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A-1. Calculation of Reduced Concentration from 
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Evaluation of Integral: Jf < y~~-) y~~dy~~ .•••••••• 41 
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44 
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Calculation of the Diffusivity as a Function 
of Reduced Concentration for Systems without 
Volume Change ... ............................ . 49 
Program No. 1 
Calculation of Reduced Concentration ~rom Concentration of Solute 
------------ -- -- ------
C \ =',;T. <;~ ;J-r":l.U(!JS:: flU~ P!!. f) T FFUS T ilr-J 
C n = ':!T • tl r. o n L Y \1 t: o !-. S <; n L V 1: N T 
- - r - ~. ::> -= '/ T • :l F S ·l L U T T r. \l D UP T \l r. D T F F l J S T n 1\l . --
( C = .,, T • G F n- r; Ll' C •l S c '\ T T 1-l E P i: G I ~; ~~ II'! G 
C r:-~ C = W T • 0 c S 0l U T I 0 ~ l A T T 1-l E B f r. T '1 N I "l G 
c t. A 8 = ~·i T • F P L'\ r: T r n f\! rJ t J R r ~ r; o r r F u <; I n N 
C C C P, =~·I T • F R 1\ C T I n ~. t-.. T T H t e F. G 1 N r H N G 
C [) H 0 = n f-= r-.l S T TV n F '.·f!'. T t D 
( WHO='JT. Clf" t·:r'ITt:f) ?'5'<~t 
c WPO=WT. ~r onLY~~P ~~~L DP'r:~;c:;y;;"~ !.Cl')) ,AI3(l0),AAfH38) ,RC('30) ,XC~0)-,/.\30) 
Of,t.f")( 1' 1C())',<K 
nn 1 o T 1< = 1 , i< K 




R F: to. D { 1, '+0 () ) ( ~ ( T ) , I= l, K ) 
REI\f)(},t .. CO){X(Tl,I=l,Kl 
~r=n Hl>:< "'?U t:~Hn 
~=100.0*0HO*~PO/~HO 
Cl, I= o +i 
CC~=\.1::-lf. 
•...;·?TTJ:f~,3t~G1 )~0 
\·1 R f T F { 3 , 2 0 ') () ) 
'..t! P I T ~ ( :1 , ~ r r; 0 ) ( C f.\ 
r;n ?C T = l. K 
.-\Ff r l=l\( r, +1"\ 
Af~(l)=Ail)/A8{1) 
P( ( T )=.~!\~.( 1) /CCR 
~RITF(3,4C00)~A3!Tl,RCCI),X(l) 
?0 C:fV,JT PWF 
10 Cl~T!NIIF 
C)T(iD 




1Cf1 FnP:J!fiT{ T'5l --·-·~· -- -- .. ·---- -----------
200 FUP~AT{Fl4.4,Tl0l 
? G 0 F 0 rnu~ T ( ?. c l 5 • '1 } 
400 FnP~AT(5El~.4) 
lOCl FnF.'-1/\Tf lHll 
1000 FGP'J!f.T(4X 1 SYSTF.:v! NG. 1 ,I1) 
?000 FOR~AT(/2X 1 WT. FP4CTTON OF WA1 1 t4X'WT. FRACTION OF WA',4X'REOUCEO 
c coN c n1 T P ''- r roN • , P. x • x < I l • > 





kk = number of total systems 
-··--- --------------- -----------
k = number of total data points (input) for each system 
x = distance from original data. 
1\) 
i-' 
Program No. 2 
Calculation of~ Concentration Dependence 2£ Density A 
r v s = 1,.1 r • G F o 1 ! :"! r: p n L Y ·"' t= R 
• C: 1~..:::-~H--J:r: __ l·:ATfR ----------
( v ='·JT. nF Pnr. YMr:R f)IIP P~G ~1 I XTNG 
0 I ~:- r:: ~; <; T n f'-' f) ( ? C ) , ,\ ( 2 0) , W ( 7. 0 l , V ( ? 0 ) 
? i= td; ( 1 ~ 1 C .'"\) K I< 
_ ___ _ _ r;n 1 n r r< = 1 , K K 
~ r r.r1 ( 1 , ? n C) l ,\1 , v c, , \·1 s 
Rt-"·G( 1,30.-1) {V{ f) ,W( T) ,T=l ,N} 
1-!R TTl= ( ~.1 nno) Tk' 
______ n s -v_<:,-f-w_~:.:, ____________________________ -.-__ 
w c• r ' F ( '). , ? n :) c l n s 
~miTF(3,l:i00) 
Stl"-~-=0.n 
DO ? 0 T == 1 , ~! 
!' ( T ) = \1 ( T ) I l·J S 
.\ ( T ) = ( !J f T ) - !J S l I C 0 ') * h' ( T ) ) 
WP I T r ( '), t. 0 C' 0 ) f1 ( I l , h' C I ) , 1\ ( I ) 
______ ....S.t.J11::::5~Lt.!.LI.--4------------------------------­
?0 r:n~~T PliJf 
'\t'.=Su~~~~~ 
\•1 R I T r ( ~ , c:; ') i· 0 ) t\ .A 
s lJ'l 1 =c.(') 
S I I '•' ? -=- (" .. 0 




S I J ~1 ? = S I _I :'1? + ( :\ R S ( f) V) ) 
~DTTf(l,~OOOJnF,rV 
3 0 r:m!T HJLJ F 
GFVl=SIL't. 1/1\1 
fJ f- v ? ::::: S \1 .'-1 ? I l\1 
t·! 17 T T.;: ( l , U"~ n () ) DE V 1 , n r: V ~ 
---~--f.L~ ~: J_J_\: Ul:-----------------------------------------
<:;Trlr> 





300 ~0P~AT(~~1P.f) _. 
1 I") 0 0 f" n r.• r u. T ( 1 !-' l ' 7 X ' s y s n= r,, 'l'l • ·= I r '> ) 
?(•U' ::[l;)r.L~.T(//lnX•SP. •H. 'lF Pl)Q[ SflLV[r-!T :•;:lA.A) 
~000 cnoM~T(4V•~P. WT.•,JOX•WT. FT.•,lOX 1 h(l) 1 ) 
__ ....:_1;-_Q.D i' E 1i r:· • i ,A I ( ? r:_1 o_~•.._.:..c, -+-) ----· 




kk = number of total systems 
A = the concentration dependence of density 
W = weight fraction 
(\) 
\,.oJ 
Program No. 3 
Least-Sauare Curve Fit of Go~pertz E uations, for Egua) 
Intervals of the Inde:Penaent Variable Method of Davis 
n rt-1 ;:: ~! s Ir' !\ • '( { 3 o l , Y ( 3 o l , s ( 1 ) , G ( 3 o , , v c < -~ o l 
RFA.Ofl,f"l0SJKK 
-----na--rrucrTJx-=T,---,;r-,:r--------------· 
l,~ ~ I T E ( 1 , 0 0 l ) 
\.J~TTEC~,<V)?) JJK 
WRTTE(:>,,r.()?,) 
·- ···-------HR T T F ( 3 '0 0 It}-- . -----
REJif')( 1,101 )N 
REAn(l,lOG)(XCTl,Y( l),T=l,Nl 
------~S~( ..::..-1 l = C·. 0 
_ r~·=c:--~;-------------------------------
S<l>=o.o 
DO l ! = l, N 
1 G ( I l = X ( I ) I 0 • 0 0 '5- 1 • 0 




[1[) l () ~l - t ' 3 
DO 11 T = L , K 
11 SCJ)=SLJl+AU1G(Y(1)l 
L=K + l 
------··-----To· ---- K=K +K 1 -
P=N/~ 
?=1./P 
C "1 = ( '· C ? l- S ( l ) l I { S C 1 ) - S { ;>_ ) l 
--------7"~--=-:-r-.lli':!'::-' 
A L = ( S ( 1 ) - ( C S { l ) -Sf 2 ) ) I ( 1 • -C N ) ) ) * P 
AL=FXP(ALl 
R I = ( S { l l-S { 2 ) ) '' ( 1 • -C } I ( ( l • -C N) * ~c?) 
n, L = F X P ( R l ) - - -- - ... . - -. - --- - -- . . --··-· 
SR=O.u 
~.; P T T F ( ~ , 1 0 l ) A l , R L , C 
l,-,IPTTF(l,105) 
----lfl'..: { IF (3-,-T0-41·~-----------------------------
1')() 1 ? I= 1 , N 
Continued on next page 
N 
~ 
YCC I )=i\L>:'(P.L*'!:{(.>'.:~~G( I l) l 
l):V({l)-V(f) 
OV= ( n /Y { l 1 l >Xl 00 .;·n 
s l )1·1= s u :v-~ + { J\fi s { I) v ) ) 
SP=SP+(O**?) 










lC? FnR~~T(4~1P.P1 · 
10~ FnP~~TI4X,?HA=,FlA.R,4X~HP=,E18.8,~X?HC=,FlA.R) 
l Cit F G P "~ l\ T ( o X 't H X { I ) , 1 4 X 4 H Y ( I } , l 2 X E< H Y { I ) C :\ l C , 1 2 X 4 Y D I f F , 12 X 8 H P E R. DE V I L 1 0 5 F n R M 1\T { / I I ) 
106 Ff1R~AT(?~H SlH-1 OF RFSif1UAL SGI.l/\RE =,tlR.8) 
107 FOP~AT(5FlA.AJ 
__ _..LCl8_______EQ_S'~~-LT_{ ? " ~L A P S • /\ V F • r> E R C E N I D E V I • = , F 1 8 • A ) 
100 FnR~AT(?FlA.8) 
qol FOPMAT(l!~l) Q02 FOP~AT(lXlOHSVSTfM NO.,I3) 
903 FOR'-1fiT{//) 




kk = number of total system 
N = number of total data points for each system 
X = distance in ern 
Y = rednr.Ad concentration 
AL = constant of Gompertz 
equation a 
BL = constant of Gornpertz 
equation b 





Program No. 4 
Non-Linear, Iterative Least ~quares Curve Fit to the 
Data of Gornpertz Equations - - -
c t·! = :l. 
c N9= NlJMPFR i 1 F [o{\T/\ POINT<; 
C 1\l - f\Wl::!lf< I' I= D_jl P t, ~if:- T E f: S _ 
0 I M E t--: s I 0 ~J fl ( l c ' -~ 0 ) ' (i ( '3 c f 3 0 ) ' t ( 1 0 ) ' ( ( l ' -; 0 ) • X ( ? 0 ) ' y { 3 0 ) ' y H E A 0 ( 3 0 ) 
DJMF~SinN AA(~0,3G},G!30),P(~O},PP(30) ,P0(10) 
. R.F/If)(l,l02)i<t< 
________ -----·-- _ f)fl o c n f\W T = 1, K K 
t~r< rrr c 3, ?oro l -I 
R EIIO ( l, 1('0 )i\JO, i\! 
~1:::r..' + 1 
_____ w..'"::ll£.Ci..,.2.02J.}UU~-=--:-c=--------------- ---------------
RF/10{ t, 10'1lAl ,112,1\3 
31 
P F t1 D ( 1 , 1 C 1 ) ( G ( I ) , Y ( I ) , 1 = l , N 9 ) 
WRITE(3,20l)Al,A2,A3 
. t\PC= 1 
00 -- ~~ 1 T = 1 , "! Q 
X C I ) = G ( I ) I 0 • 0 0 5- J • 0 
sr TO 226 
--- O<j D_I]_C)_Q_l..::=_L __ :s_i -------------------------------
90 
()() 9 () J = l ' i>ll 
!dT.Jl=O 
no 1 o J = 1 , "'9 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ i) n 1 0 I< -= 1 , N _ 
DO 1 (' J::: 1 'M 
X ( I l = C ( ! ) I 0. 0 0 5- 1 • 0 
P { T ) = f', l ,;: A 2 >:: •:: t\ 3 **X ( I ) 
__;_ ____ ...,:_:\LLL.LJ=P_LUJ_LJ _____________ _ 
f, f, ( ? , I ) = ( ( 113 ,~::..~:X ( I ) ) >:: i> { T ) } I h 2 
---- . ~ .. -- ----- ----- -- ---- --~. -- ------------ -------------
/\/1( ~.I l=( XC J l*.~~t.~>:<(X( I )-1.0) )*PC I )>!:1\LOG(h?) 
Af:,(4, I l=Y( I )-P( T l 
A {I<,,J ):::.1\(K,J )_+tH•{J,I )_,.~_/\1\_(K, I_)_ -·- ________________________ _ 
10 C:O~JT HJUr: 
WRITF(3,l000)((/\{I,J),J=l,M),T=l,N) 
nn 1 1 I = 1 , ''-' 
f)'"') 1 1 ,J = 1 t M 
- --l~--1nT·,-s} -=7iTT-;;-;.rr 








on nc i = 1, N 
K1=T 
T F ( I -t·i) ~ 2, 3 q, 3 ~ . __ ····--- _ ... _ .. 




I F { D ( I 1 , I l l 1 3 , l 1t , 1 3 
TFST=TFST-t~!1SCf1( Il, I)) 
IFCTFST)l'5, l?,J? 
T F S T = "·· 8 S C D ( Il, T .U __ . 
·rrR=Il 
GO TO 1? 
!'J2=N?+ l 
·------- --------------- -------------
T F ( N 2-~l K ) l ?~ 1L•6,: .. L.!..1 ~6-----------------------------­
---,-l,.6---.-7WR I ffT3-;-?_0_0 I 




nn c:; 1 K ? = K 1 , ,v. 
C{l ,K?)::-!)( JPR,'<?) 
Df TPP,K.?}=O{ r,K?) 
D{I,K2)=CCl,K2) 
DTI=fl(I,Il 
DCl 40 K3=Kl,M 
---....-4..,..,.u-----""!fiT;1<?-i-=lJlT;l<3T;rrrrr-------------------------
00 6 0 J 1 = 1, N 
OJ 1I = n LJ l , 1 ) 
JF{Jl-T l30,A0,30 
··30 DO 6? K4-=K1-,r-.~ ---------- --------------- ...... ----------·-· ···---··---------··------·-··--· 
A2 D (J l ,K4) =0{ Jl ,K4 l-DJl 1*0( I ,K4) 
60 C:C1NT P'IU[ 
DO 1° T=1 '-~~---------------------------------------------· ______ ;:__-,-... ~.-r==-v-
?0 
1<1 
[)n 2 o .. 1 = 1 , N 
S U:t= <:,U M +A ( I , ,J) *11 ( J, M) 
C { T l=fl (I ,i'-'i )-SU~1 H P J T ~=: ( 3 , 2 0 7 ) . --- -- --- - ----
~~ R l T E ( ~ , ? 0 R l ( F ( I ) , I = 1 , N ) 
fl..l:::/I}+;){],M) 






continued on next page 
1\) 
-J 
-- ----226- SlW=O 
SP=O.C 
on 6 r- r = , , r-,. c 
VHF /lfl ( T ) =/'. 1 ~t,'\?Y.c.>'.cf\ -~*-::X ( I} 
--------,..·-PTn = rY~TI\ I)! I I- Y ( ! I J 7YTTl 
PG(T )= (YHFf,Q{ T )-Y( I)) /Y( J )~qoo. 
s R-= s R + c P n c r l ~'*?) 
A6 St!!'-'=SL'!,HAR.S(Pf)(!)) 
--WRTTEC3.?")'5)SP --------------






W P T T F ( 1 , 2 0 It ) ( Y H f:: A D ( T ) ., Y ( t ) , P D ( T ) , I ·= 1 , N 9 } 
qqq !':ONT J Nt!F -- - - - --
STr>P 
l 0 0 F 0 P '1: /\ T ( 2 I 1 0 l 
101 FGD~AT(2Fl8.P) 
L'? I· I ; R ·~-!\TTl r::, ) 
lC3 FnP~/\T(3Fl8.R) 
? C· 0 !=( l R r-; 1\ T ( I f l 5 X , • S T N f. l J L/\ ~ ~,1 A T H T X ' ) 
?01 FnRMAT(//~X'Al= 1 rlR.~,4X 1 /\?='~lA.R,4X 1 ~~= 1 Fl~.R) 
?C1? FnPVAT ( ;nx, 'SYSTEM r,JQ. ', J 3) -- -- -- - -- -----------
-?03 ~r;r!.1ATC///'>X, 1 Cl\LCUU\Tff) V.>\LUES nF Y(Tl 1 ,1'5X,•YCil 1 ,1RX,•PO(Il 1 ) 
? 0 t. != rn' \lto T ( 1 0 X r l 8 • B , 1 5 X E 1 ~ • R , R X [ 1 R • A ) 
:? C 5 F IJ P. ~ f1 T ( I I I 4 'I 1 S II '-1 0 F R F: S T D IL'\ l S 0 l J J\ H F -= 1 , F. 1 P • f\ ) 
---.;.,.o-o-F::nn,rATrrrTftXTl\'1 s. 7\ v t • P F R c EN ' oF v 1 • - • ,TTJ=r.'----n--'r---------------
?07 ~0P~/\T(4Y 1 F(l) 1 ) 
? (i P F l1 P '1 /1 T ( t, ~ r:: l ~ • P ) 
1000 F0RMAT{/4ElR.P) 
2000 f(Jk~1AT tlt!l 1 [r-.'0 
/DATI\ 
kk = number of total systems 
Al = constant of Gompertz equation a 
A2 = constant of Gompertz equation b 
AJ = constant of Gompertz equation c 
G = distance in em (original data) 
Y = reduced concentration 
(\) 
0) 
Program. No. 5 
Reduced Concentration Gradient as a Function ot' Distance 
-- -
I'''= ;y /f)Y 
--,Tf'l"Ffc-<:!T7:-r ( 1 :_ l ;--1\rn-Sl--;Y(TSJ-;-r.-c I r,} 
, • i •. :~ ( } , r, ,· r. ) !< v 
fi'l 'li";(_: I.IV=1,VY 
'·' 0 1 T 1 ( -., , ··; ,- 1 l 
- - ------ ----- --- h; T: r ( ~ , ,., c :; J r J v· -- - --- - ---- --- · ----- - - - ---
~ : : · I T r ( -~ , ,..., ' ' -~ l 
'.--' .~' r T r r ') • ,., n t., l 
::: ;_ .-~.r. ( l' 1 i'J?) ~: 
·----- ·-- -···· ----------- -----------·-
·----------~.~~,,-l--~TT'~~r·!-,-.~;.•t.-,-~'r_ ___________________________________________ __ 
:., r 1 l r· ( -., , l r; l J _:,r_ , :->, l , C L 
::: L t\ f.l ( l ' 1 : c: ) ( ( . ( I l ' y ( T ) ' I = l ' K i 
~ 1.1 ) (' y :: : t ;< I 
'< { T 1-= r, ( T l r<·'_, •• :r ~-1.:; - ·- - -- --- ------ ------ ··- ·- - - --------
i 1 V ( T l = l • I r- • (Jj '1 ~' ( !\ L :;: R L >:< ~' C L >:< ,;, X C l l ,;, A L Cl G ( [H ) * C L >:: *X { I l ::< A L D G ( C L } ) 
'.: ,- j T f' ( ? , 7 ,1 (' l r. ( I ) , n V ( I 1 
J C· r '~ ' ' T P 'l ' r 
·rr-c~C"T'TTT~7"\ .,..._------------------
c~ 1 r , o 
1 (: 1 F I ' I ' • •1 1\ T ( .. , :: 1 0 • F' \ 
lt': 7 1 :-, !:· . ( ,'\1 ( 1 1 !' ) 
1. (. (, r ,. ·: :-: :- ! /\ T r 7 ,. 1 ° .• ~: J 
(')(l /(·,"~/T(]>t1\ 
,..J :,: ;' r ' • i' ·:, /', T r l '< i C I i S Y S T t- ~ 
r ·~ -::. r : : ;.· ·' r, T ( 1 1 ) ~-1 ;1 • , T 3 > 
. .1, r-. '· ·-~ 7\ T ( /1---------·------------------------
r· . • ~·· c) r:: I : ; -~ t\ T ( T r..; ) 
2 c ( F ': l) 'A f, T ( ? !' l p • ,, ) 
;: • ! n 
1 n r .. T f, 
1\) 
-.{) 
kk = number of total systems 
k = number of total C.ata points for each system 
AL = constant of Gompertz equation a 
BL = constant of Gornpertz equation b 
CL = constant of Gompertz equation c 
G = distance in em 
Y = reduced concentration 
w 
0 
ProgrEUn No: 6a 
Locating the 9riginal Interface Considering Volume Changes 
rq •,q:: ~! S ! rH- 1 v f. ( "rq , Y P ( 5 J) , ~.I'd 5 ·) ) , X~ (50 ) , C' r, !\ l5.C' )_ ,_GG_fl L5 OJ , G.I\ LS GJ t.GE. !5_2_ 
r \ 
O[.~')( 1 ,0r·~" \Y'k' 
r):l 01)(\ T J '<= 1 'II; l< 
I,.JP!Tf('"l,,("lll) 
H P T T r ( ~ , n 0 ? ) T ,J K 
l·J o 1 T F ( ~ , n n ·>, ) 
•,,' Q T T f.: ( ~ ' n ,..., !, ) 
. _ __ _ I? F i\ f) ( , , 1_ r .~, \ .\ , r\ , :) , ~ 1 
~GJTF(~,!~"IA,n,~,M 
Df"t\r)( 1,101 L'll. ,,.,, ,r1 
''I P r T r.: ( ·~ • 1 ,--. 1 l fl ! . , u, t • r L 
0 r- .~ ~ ( 1 , l (' t-, \ " I) , l-' f"' 
W P T T r: { -;, 1 ".f> ) .\f] , 1-J\i 
\.JP T T F { ~, ) r.? l 
~r=r.r-nnnc; 




'A-= ;:: I 7 • I') + 1 • c 
:lt=("-"·)/F 




Gfl ( 1 )=nny 
'1'1 l (1 T =: / , 1\1 
X='X+f"'b. 
V=Y+f'o;fi.V 
Y .fl. { T l = f\ 1 ':. ( "· I ::: -1: ( r t * ,., r '< I " • r: II r; - 1 • n I l } 
X .fJ ( T l = ( .-.. 1. r w ( t '\ l. n ~ ( Y l - J1. L r~ ~ ( " l \ l I 1\ L 'l r, ( rl.!_ l l l I .1\ I. 0\, ( C I 
r, r~ .~ c I l = 1 .•• (') 0 "-\( f x t f r 1 + 1 • n 1 
·~II( f L:,-n.nv-~r,l\( T)t.:Y 
l 0 c:rr-.: T T"lt!r . . 
C:l::f'.(' 
<;;>=0.(' 
I) 1 y -:J\ ~ ('I 







<; / Y-:: !-· • .-, 
'"~ l\ = ~ ,_ , 
nn ~ r l =.., ' :.1 /'1 • ? 
c:l='1+Y!I(Tl 
<:; ~ V=C:.1 V+('.,/1 f 1) 
(: r \' T T f\il ·':: 
·~n=~'-':" 
'J r: 7 1 T = "2. • ~-1 P • "' 
'?=<:;?+V 11 (T) 
S?Y=C:?Y+f>\( T l 
CO~•TT\1fH:: 
<:. 1 H = ( v .-\ r , ) .. y t\ { ~ .! ) + 4 • ('. ~< s 1_ + 7 • r ~~' <:. ? l ~tr~ /\ l ~- • r, 
. ST ·~ V = I r .'\ ! 1 ' -tr. .~ ( ~· \ + L.._ r) >:{ S lV t?. no:t S-7 Y pitfAVT?.-:-o 
t\ 1 = ~ T ~.q. <:: T '': 'l>:: ? • n ,., .~; n >:< W '1 
nr::(0-1\) /ft:/?.n) 
P V -= '\ l ~: f P L -I.e ~' ( C l '~< -1.: ( fl l "• • 0 () S - l • C ) l ) 
nnv~crv-~l/{F/?.~l · 
prv::-Dv,~,n 




nn 1 1 I=') , v 
Y=Y+!'•f) 
V=V+n;• V 
V P l T ) = '• l. ~'< t 0 1. >:: ~ ( r. I Y.: * ( '< I 0 • C 'l c:; ..:.l··-. ;! ) )--, -------
'< n ( T ' = ( " '- r: r. r r 1\ , r r. 1 v l - 1\ u 1 r; c ~. t. ) l 1 r.. L "r; c n L ) ) l 1 1\ L fl r, < c L 1 
tJ n ( T 1 -= r • n;: '-' ,;:: ( v n < T ' + l • ·':' l 
.. r,. n { T l = 0 n Y:-r:t,_r (_ \) _,:,_'( __________ _ 
ll CD~!T Ttll~c: 
?;> 
~ J := 1) • r-
S?=n.c 
S1Y="'.r, 
S 7 Y= '·. r 
~-· r = ~-~- 1 
nn ?? T-:::7, ~·,,,? 
Cl='1+VO ( T) 
-<:. 1 Y= <::. 1 "/+r,n. (I 
r: n ~-' T p 1! I r 
'·lP=~··-':' 
i'\!1 ? ~ T =-::: , ·~ n , -:-> 
<);'):: C./+VP ( T) 
S?V= c:'_'?V+r.P ( J} 
?~ rn'·'T p•;,r: 
C: J • • = ( v ~-~ ( 1 ) + Y :~ ( r-.• l +I+ • 0 ''{ S 1 + ? • '-:' * ~ 2 ) * r'l ~· !"' • "'1 
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kk = number of total systems 
A = lower bound of distance 
B = upper bound of distance 
P = estimated interface from distance-reduced concentration plot 
N = any odd number 
AL = constant or Gompertz equation a 
BL = constant or Gompertz equation b 
CL = constant of Gompertz equation c 
AO = concentration dependence or density 
WO = initial weight fraction WAl 
w 
4="" 
Problem No. 6b 
Locating the Original Interface Neglecting Volume O:hanges 
nr ~-~r:r-·<:, \ r'\: v" r ~r.), vr ( c:;.1) 
r> rt;n{ 1, r>t'S l vv 
n 'I 0 r· '~ r . 1 v = 1 , v ~< 
• .. lP T T F ( ":l '0,.. ~ ) 
\.._IQTTC ("'l ,0~? l LJK 
1.J Q T T r ( -:>, , n 0 1. ) 
V' r J T r c ? , 0 0 '~ ) 
Ot:l\f/(),l('I)L11,,P,iJ,N 
.. Y 0 TTF( 1 ,1"~1~,r,p,~ 
Rr/\ll(1,lr,).'l1 .nt.,rl 
WP )TF ( ..,,, l. C':l) 1\l ,P.I .,(:!_ 
'.-.IPTTI=('"l.,lt'l;') 
llP=C .. ('.0!"'('" 
t:::l'!-1 
t-1= F I?. n + J • (' n" = < :l.- r ., 1 F-
'1=1\ f'ln 1 (' f=1. ,"; ___ ----
Yfl( r l=t:..l_t.<("t.*::.:~<r:L**('<Ic.onc;-1.-~, l 1 
X=Y+f).l\ 
1 C• c 11 ~IT H'l! r= 
<:,l::(." 
c: ?::r. r· 
·~t=~ 1 -1 
01} ?f· 1=?," 1 .,? 
S1::<::1+Y"(l) 
?G f.ill\lT 1 ~'IF-: 
:'·~ !' = ~' - ? 
fJ'"' ~ , T -=? • w1 , 7 
C:;'::-C:?+Yf, ( T) 
21 c 0 N T 1 l\; ' ' r 
-------- -------
~ T '~ = ( Y .'). f l l + v 'I ( \l l + t.. • C '~ ~ 1 + 2 • 0 >:: <; ? ) t.: !) 1\ I~ • \ 
r.., = <:: f '·' 
.. __ ---- ----------~-------
r n = c " - 'I l 1 ·c :- 1 ? • , 1 l · 
'<=/\ 
·------------------1 c:; 
n·..., 1 1 T = 1 • •• 
YR( T J.,-111 ~~(Of o'!:~:·(r_l .:~~:c( X/().(',1)')-l.t)))) 













nn ? ? T = :::' ' v /\ ' .., 
~ 1 = C: 1 + yn ( T ) 
r: r ~--'T r r-'' '::: 
r·.,~ r. = ~.·• - ., 
'In ., ~ T ""' ., , ·~ '1 • ? 
S?=<:.,+" 11 fTl 
Cfl'\ITTIIJ!lt:: 
· c; n-.,.,. r v :-- f 1 1 + v Q f • n + t; • (' ,~ <: J + :> • :"· ,., c; ::n · ,:~"' n, l ., ~-r; ------·-· 
'\? = <:: r '' 
~~=!"-nl~Yn{N1-(Al-~?) 
f"):.'\?-ft ") 
f)V= ( "~- ~. ".l /"., 
n 0 = r) \' >:: 1 I' r. • r, 
···' f..' T T r ( ? , 1 n -:< ) f\, l , ·\ ? , f'.. '2. , f) , n n , o 
'T c ( "· n <:: ( r"1\l , - 0. "\ r- r 1l f...' s' 7 
. ! r. ( " ? - .•, '"l. l 1 ? , A_ , J /+ _ _ __ _ 
("'=o+r" 
1,1 ~ T T r ( ..,, , 1 n c..; ) P 
r,r; rr lc; 
~">=r"-f"''f) 
,,, :;> I T r r ~ ' l " ~~ , P 
r,r: Tfl 1c: 
----·· -- --- ·--· -- -----~----
() '·I P r T r < 7 ' 1 r~. '· 1 
or.c 
~ .~n 




1 c c; 
l I' A 
'·' P 1 T r r ., , 1 .~ ? ) . .. _ 
\· 1 P T T c ( '2. , 1 ' -~ l .~ 1 , ,._, ? , '\ ., , I) , ? t) , n 
v n = 1\ 1 ::· r. I >': ,;. r l t.: -~ ( n I r: • 0 n t;- l • n ) 
:_,, r.> ! r r < '2, • 1 ,") t.. l v o 
r. ..... ~-1 T I ''II.! c 
~TI'1D 
r= n C' IJ ,., T ( .., c 1 q • c , T 1 n ) 
c rl '.) '.1 ,11 T ( ·:~. r 1 C'! • q 1 
- ------ --·----~-·-· 
~ r) n '1 I' T ( 1 1 Y , ~~ ~..J" l , l 5 Y , ~ :-i .1 ~ ' 15 '<, 2 H.\ 3 , 13 X r5l 1 "._:-'-_1\]_,_l_l_':..t..S H D _.J)J-.....'L.t.L.6.X..,...11J.2._L 
r r!) \' " T ( ~-, r 1 7 • o ' 
:-:(""I;) ~1 II,: ( I I I 1 
c: :-. f' '.1 AT ( c:: \' <f .., ! I f) = • ;:: l q • c ) 
f= fJ !; '·• /1 T ( It.. '1 ' y f' = t r: 1 n • Q l 
Continued on next page 
w 
0' 
0 r 1. r. fl !=' \~ !\ T ( 1 H 1 1 
0t;7 r:np'>~,•.T(1Y10HSYSTF~1 ~·n.,T3l 
or'l F''"'f-'~1/'ITf//l 
_______ n 0A_ c 0 P '-1 /1 T (I)_______ . _____ -----·----
0 o c:; F 'l o ·~ " T ( r r:: l 
r:~ II 
/f)tTA 
kk = number of total systems 
A = lower bound of distance 
B = upper bound of distance 
---- ··------ --· ·~-- ·---··--· 
P = estimated interface from distance-reduced concentration plot 
N = any odd number 
AL = constant o1' Gompertz equation a 
BL = constant of Gompertz equation b 







Problem No. ?a. 
Evaluation of Integral: Jr ( y·~) dy~~ 
'"1 1 H ~ ~.'~ l r~~' Y ( 7 0r") , v ( 7 ,., (') , Cfl { 7)} , Yt~1_( 7 n_L_, r:J.l::'.QJ _ _,_!i_CJl.D.S.LL ________________ l 
?(:'i\r)(l,O('"))Vl( l 
nn t1 (I r, r .1'< = 1 , 1t Jt 
' . JP T T r- ( ?. , f) r 1 1 
1:J ::' T T r: ( ., ' 0 " 7 l ,. ' I \( 
W:? fTF( ~,r-n<) 
\ •• r p T T ! ( "· , o n 1. l 
I) F: A f! ( l ' 1 (", 1 ) ,.., l ' \ ? ' !\ 'l 
D,Ft'.nr 1, lC1 Ll\,n,,n 
D c !1 " ( 1 , 1 r ':\ ) ~-1 , K , ' , r\' T 
F ="~ 
? r r-, n r 1 • , c Lt J r r, " c T > • v n ( T ) , T = 1 , "' T l 
.1 J= 1 
VP=~1~~7**"~**(D/Q.nQS-l.0) 
nn 1 t T ~ 1 • v 
Gfl Tfl f'lr·,:11),J,J 
:~.,. T ~:' •: 
~r. Tn ").? 
r;n 






l\ r} = ~ ... ~ " 
v r r-~ ) -= v 'l ( T ) 
Vf1)=r 
n v = ( y r '~ l - v c 1 ) ) 1 ( f\ ~A ) 
c; 1.-= (' • r 
S?=C .c· 
nn 1 1 .J = 1 • " "' 
'I(_J+J.)~VfJ)+ 0 V 
- ~ --~ -·· ·- --·--·--~-·--------
--- --------- i 
-
-~ ----·~· ·--·-··-
. -- ---- --~ ---- t 
------- --·- ----··----~ ---· 
-------·----- - ·--- --·---- ----------
v ! . I+ i l :-: ( .~I r~ "', ( r .r. t rr: ( Y f .J + 1 l i - 1\ t_ q~ { .'\ l ) ) I!', L '"'':' f '\? ) l l I /'J.L r:!GJ.!. 3 l,___ __ _ 
~c (,; + 1 1 ~~ ~-~. r·,r· C,:~ ( '( Ll ~ 1 l + 1. r' l · · ·- -- - ------ .. - ----- ---- -- ---
r. t J -+ 1 l --:-: D - C • ~ <"' c:.: '~~ { X ( J + 1 ) + l • l l 
Jl rr!~JTrt'>Jf!C: 
'jf"\ ) ? ,J::-?.•.•.A., ") 





1 2 r: n N r PH ' ;: 
r)r) 1 ~ .) ::::? t :.,H'J, <t ? 
s 7 = <: ') + (: ( ,J ) 
,-~·rn~FJI'lllr:- · ·· · · .. ·· -------·-·-- -------------
~ ; ··~ = ( r, < 1 ) + r, ( • ~ 1 + '· • r '~~ s 1 + ? • r• ,:~ c; ;> ) * n v 1 "), • n 
W r T T r < -:<. , 1 0 7 l r, r., ( ~., ) , V ( ''1 l , <; I ~4 • T 
.IJ=JJ+ 1 







nro . 7 () T = 1 , 1 ______ -·--- _ _ ·····----·--·-- __________ _ 
:.i'' r n ( t...r; • t+ 1 ) • J J 
"-1= T >!< ~~ 
r,n rr. 1,? 
·~ = r r ,~, r.! > + 1 
.l.J=JJ-':> 
(',(1)=0-D 
"" --- ·------- ----------------------------------
_ .. l "-=r:-1 
'.~ P.= ,, -? 
·'\ ~1-:= '.1 '\ 
'<J=Ii+T 
rrf~J-~Tl7~,?~,q0n 
v f ~1. \ = v ;) r K , I l 
Y(1l::::Vr") 
n Y= ( V ( '1 ) - Y { 1 ) \ I ( /\ v l 
<",1=\'.f'. 
s ?= (·. (' 
-------------------------------------
______________________ D'J 2 L J ~! , '' f, -----. --- -- .... -----------
YC,J+Jl=VIfl+nv 
'< r J + 1 ) = r t-. t n r. f ( <\ 1 r;r, f v ( J + 1 ) ) - .'\ I. n r; ( " l ) l I J\ L n r, ( f\ ?. ) ) ) I fl Ul r: { fl "'; ) 
r.,r,(J+, )=0.0:)h1.'(X(,l-+-1 l+l.n) 
r, ( J + 1 1 = r; • r; :_: 5 ':' ( X ( J + 1 ) .. + 1 • 0 ) _-_p_.. ___ _ _ _ _ 
? 1 r n r.; T T ~' t ! r= 
. !")'! ?7 .J-:::-',~-'1\ • ., 
c:: 1 ='· 1 +r..r .1' 
2 ;' . ( 0 i'lT T ~! t! '; 
------------------------------
l)r) .,~ J=~,.·~l{,., 
~;?-:::<;?+r.( ,I l 
?~ r,.-lf'JTTI\!ftf-
S p1 = f r c , l + r. { .,., > + L • r .:~ s 1+ 2 • 0 ':' <; _? > * r) v r~ . c 
Continued on next page 
\,.t.; 
..0 
S T ~~ = S T '·1 + 1\ fl. / 
WDITr(~,]n?)r~(M),Y(~l,STM,J 
J.J-:-::J.J+l 
___ ---·-· 20_ cnr,~T ft'.1UF _________ _ 




, \·l c rH"' fl, T ( t; T 1 n l 
104 ~QP~~T(~r1P.P) 
O('] f:'i'~: ~,1 /I.T f 1 H 1 } 
...... -·- ,...C? .Frr~~Af,T( 1Y1.C'I·!S.VS.TG"'~ .!'10 .• ,_L,_) ______ _ 
0 C' J, ;:: n o ·.~ ~ T ( I l ) 
Cl G tt Ff' q ~ "T ( I l 
o (I') F n ~ '·- (' T ( T r.; ) 
~~-! D 
/f'I!JTj\ 
kk = number of total systems 
Al = constant ot" Gompertz equation a 
A2 = constant of Gompertz equation b 
A3 = constant of Gompertz equation c 
A = lower bound of distance 
B = lower bound of reduced concentration 
P = original interface 
N = any odd number 
K = number o1' data points before P add 1 
L = number of data points a!'ter P 
NT = K + L 
GD = distance in em 







Program No. 7b 
Evaluation of Integral: f f(y* )y·::-dy* 
QTM~N~Tn~ X(700},V(700},~n(?O),YDC7C) ,G(?00),GYC7J8) 
D~A0fl,~0~lKV 






~rtnc 1, 1r1 }A,n,o 
Q Ft-. n f 1 , 1 r ~ ~ ~J, 1<, I_, NT 
l=-:rr 




GD T0 (30,~1),JJ 
3C ~~= T *~ 
GO rn 3? 
31 ·~=TJ~l'IT+l 
,j J=J .I-? 
GO rr ":\? 
3? G(ll==t. 
-- -yc rr:.:n -----· 






S1=c.r S ?::('. r-------
00 1 1 J = l , ,.., t, 
Y(J+l)=V(J)+!JV 
'l ( .J + l l = ( ~I r r, ( { ~ L nr, f Y ( J + 1 l l- hI nr, ( A 1 l l I /J t nG {A? l l l I A LOG ( 1\ ~ l 
-------.,~ .• r-c-=r-J +'u - t ·• 1 · ,_ ") FfYT"'J+rr+ 1 • 1' 1 
GYC.J+l b=·P*VO-r,(.J+ll*Y(J+1) 
Continued on next page 
~ 
...... 
:::···~"" ... ,~: 
11 c: n '" r p,q n= 
f)(1 1 ? J-::-: 2 • ~,· ,._, ' ? 
--- ------s T=-, 1 +\,Y { J l--------c-·-----------------
12 (ni'!TI'!IP: 
01) 1 '-\ J ::: :3 t Vfl t / 
s ?= s.., +r; y ( J ) 
IT--"Cil ~-l T fmTF 
---------------------------- ---








~J J = l 
nn ? (' T = 1 , L 
r,(J ! !! r;,..,,.:..-_, ..:..., 7:--r.,--.-..-----------------------------
"'1 = T '~: "' 
Gn T(l 4? 
M=Cit.~~'l+1 
,_I J:-::J J- 2 
G (1 ) :::-P 
V(l~-:-VP 
GY( l ):::(;( 1 )*Y( 1 )-P*Yf' 
M .1\:::M-1~-------------------------------
-------,-M n = ~:1- ;:> 
l:. ~'.::: M !\ 
!<,hi<+ T 
---- -------24_LEJ.~ 1 ~ ~~ ~~ ~~\~ j ~k- , _ _<lDP -----------
nv=CYCM>-YCl)l/CAMl 
S1=r.r· 
. S?=C r DO ?1 ,J:::L1~.-,~M'6 ___________________________________ _ 
y { ,J + l l = y { J ) + 11 y 
Y. { J + l } = ( J\ L ~H; ( ( A I OG f Y C J + J ) ) - J\ LOG f A 1 ) ) I A LOG ( A 2 ) ) ) I A UJG ( A 1) 
GC.J+1 )::: 0.00'5*(X( J+'l )+l.C'l 
-r,·y CJ + r-r:·r; ( X+T f*YfS+Yl--=-P-*_Y_r> __ _ 
21 C:'INTPlUF 
on ? ;> ,J =? , M fl. , ? 
Sl=Sl+r,V(.J l 
-----------------------------
Continued on next page ~ 1\) 
2? ·-r: 1l NT T ~!! p:: 
!'l'l ? ')_ _j ::: ";l y •.A !(' ') 
<:?=S?+r.:V{ ,) ) 
/3 [n~.'TT'\'I'r: 
("y r · ~ = r r: v r 1 ) + r. v ( •.q + 4 • r ~ s 1 + ? • "):~ <) ? ) ':~ n Y /3 • n 
s ! ~1. = <:: T •,•, + !~ II ? . 
~~ o r T f ( :. • 1 r'? > r v c '·1 l • v r '" } , <; T ~' , ~ 
l I= l l + 1 
? n r n i'.! T T ":I ' r 
nr.c cn~q P'I.Jl= 
c:;Tnf') 
1'~1 fnn~~Tr~r1°.nl 
l r-; 7 ::: [ll=' !<1 I'- T f -:l, ~ 1 ° . r. , T l 0 ) 
1 ~· 1 '-' n P ·.~ t. T < 1, r 1 ;1 l 
10~ '-'nP~fT(/FlR.A) 
0:._0 l r.,..., r; ~~-~_T_l_1 ~.J 1 J 
()'!(' r-r>r'I,II,T(lY10flSY<)TI='\I f\lfl.,T~) 
G n ~ I= n f) '" /1 T ( I I ) 
n ,) It I= n 0 •A /' T ( / ) 
<:'(;>; rno•.-1 "T Tt:; 
C:N f) 
tnfi..Tfl.. 
kk = numQer of total systems 
Al = constant of Gomperta equation a 
A2 = constant of Gompertz equation b 
A3 = constant of Gompertz equation c 
A = lower bound of distance 
B = lower bound of reduced concentration 
P = original interface 
N = any odd number 
K = number of data points before P add 1 
L = number of data points after P 
NT = K + L 
GD = distance in em 
YD = reduced concentration 
J:;'". 
v.J' 
Progra.m No. 7c 
Evaluation of Integral: 
l)i~ 1 f:=l\JSin~! X(7Cill) ,({70)) ,'U)(70) ,Y!J{7Q) 
? != A r; ( 1 1 '' 0 S l v :< 
fill q {in T . J !< - 1 • r< K 
;..;R T T c { ?. , n '!1 ) 
'.rl ~ I T r:: ( ~ • q ~" ? ) T . J I< 
\·J 1:! T T r { -; , t:: (' < l 
-----.,:Jt,-rTl"'fT.7'f:lt.: 1 
Rr.f\f)( l, li.ll }.:.\! ,r>l ,C.L 
o.r-;'\n{ 1 ,lf1llt\,P,f) 
:J :::: /1 !') ( 1 , 1 (' ?,_] ;'J , ~. , t , !\! T 
f.::::: FJ 
~E/\n( 1, 1(4) ( Xn( I) ,Yf'l( I), T=l,NT> 
JJ=1 
r,n 1r· T=:-1, 11 
Jxdy~r 
-----..... , ;rrT~r·w;-;~::.~1,-,--} -, -.J--.-----------------.---
1c 1-'=T>:,~: 
r,n rn ";),? 
~ ] . . I}, = ( T ~~ ~ : ) + 1 
.r:r-=~1 .J-=7 
GO Trt 1? 
?2 XC1 )=!\ 
C: ( 1 ) = :\ L o:: ( rq ~~ * ( r L * * ( X f 1 ) I 0 • 0 (; "i - 1 • 0 ) ) ) 
~~=~-­
MP=M-? 
!\ t• = r,A 1\ 
v ( •.l ) = v ~ r T l 
n Y = ( X { M ) -X ( l l ) I ( I'J. r--~ ) 
SJ=O.C 
<;:->=c.r 
---------':'-"-)n...:..· __ LL ... J:=J__!!·'..:.~_ 
XL1+1 l=Y{Jl+IJY 
C ( J + I ) = .\ L ,., ( "- L * * C C L '!.c * C X ( , I + ! ) I .l • Q 0 5 - l • 0 ) l l 
1 1 r:: C J \! T 1 r-jtJ F 
.. ---- _ ·-----· __ :1_0_12_ _ __J =? .L'~-~ L ) _____ ------- · --·· · ----·. --




------------ s·l=~·r+tLn····-···-·---·-· -------------------------------·--·-·- ···-····- ·-·-----------
1? r:flNTTf'~IIF 
no 1 3 J = ~ , ~,1 >~ , ? 
57=<;?+( ( J) 
l 3 C n~rTTP'lTF . 
<;pt.: cr: Cl l+CP't1+4.0o:cst+2.0*S?Hcf"Xr~.0 
<; T ·~= <:. T v + C ( 1 ' i "'!.: f r>- X ( '~) ) 
\.J R T T t ( -:>, , 1 () ~ ) Y ( ~J, ) , (; ( •.• } • 5 T t-1 , I 
J J = J ,_I+ 1 
1 o c r ~n r 1\Jt ' r 
A?=~ T ~~ 
----------==~JJ=1~. -.-.-----------------------------------------------------------------1")("1 ? 0 l - 1 , L 
r,,.., Tn c4r·.,41 l,JJ 
4 c' ~, = I )~; r-' 
GG T(1 t.? 
l.t 1 : , = ( I "-' r-.J ) ._. 1 
.I J= ,J J-? 
42 V(J)=D 
I ( 1 ) = !'. L .,., ! " l ,•c ... ~ ! r: I. ~:n:< ( Y ( 1 } I r; • r. r "- l • r ) ) ) 
---p._-,-~~--~-r~~-~-, 
------ -- ·------
~-~ f1 = M-? 
1\r-': ~A fl. 
'<J=fi+T 
I r ( '< ! - "' T l ::> '~ , ? 1, ~ Q(1 n 
?.4 X(r•)=X•I{K,.Jl 
IJ X = ( Y ( 'A ) - X ( 1 ) ) I ( 1\ ~~ ) 
Sl=C.r 
--------~2=~-r~-~~-----------------------------------------------nr ? 1 J = 1 , ~-, ti 
l( ( J + 1 I = Y. ( ,J ) + I) X 
C f J + 1 l = 1\. I. ):: ( !'I >:: * C r. L ,-: * ( X C .J + l ) I C • n !J 5 - 1 • n ) ) ) 
?1 rnt"T !"ll.lf: 
f)n 2 2 , I= ? , ~~ !\ • ? 
S1=SJ+((J) 
? ? r. 'l "' T P!l J r 




s ! rv1 = r· ( '4 ) ':' ( v ( 'A } - r- ' -_s I '.~ 
S T r·~ = c-, T ~~ + l\ ? 
~-J Q l T r ( 3 , l 0 -:> I X C r1 ) ~ C C 'J. ) , S : M , I 
Continued on next page 
.c:-
\11, 




J (" 1 F :1 C! :.1 f. T ( l F 1 P • o ) 
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kk = number of total systems 
AL = constant of Gompertz equation a 
BL = constant of Gompertz equation b 
CL = constant of Gompertz equation c 
A = lower bound of distance 
B = upper bound of distance 
P = original interface 
N = any odd number 
K = number of data points before P add 1 
L = number of data points after P 
NT = K + L 
XD = distance in em 
YD = reduced concentration (or concentration) 
PL = constant of Gompertz equation a 
BL = constant of Gompertz equation b 
CL = constant of Gompertz equation c ~ 0" 
Program No. 8a 
Cqlculation of the Diffusivity as a Function of Reduced Concentration for 
----- uys~ems wi~ Volume Change ---
C •\= CU~lCEt\TRATIOi~ DEPENOENCf OF DENSITY 
L L~- lrJF! r:H 1 F::> 1\(. l l UN 
C C= PEnUCEn (ONCf~TQATION 
C T= TTMF TN SEC. 
C FT= TNT[PGAL OF XO~ 
-. TT-=-f\1Trt:t;A1: 0 F 'XCTI·...-------------------------
C or= or;nx 
C i'Jf\1= N! 11'! 1J E:P OF 0:\ T A PO! NT 
C ~·JF= VFI'~HT r-R:,CTIOI\J C V - CO~!rr:f~:Kr.!YT~¢•A~T~T~O"N~~~,~~~·/~1~0~0?C~C~s~o~L~l~i¥l~Tr-------------------------------
D I ~_, F N S I n ~· F T ( ? 0 } , T I ( ? 0 ) , n T ( 2 ') ) , C { ? 0 l , X ( 2 0 ) , C T 2 ( 2 0 ) , R A ( 2 0 ) , R R ( 2 0 ) 




R. FA 0 ( 1 , '2 (1 0 ) ~-J ~~ 
R E /\ n { 1 , 3 0 0 ) II , ~·! , T 
R E f, iJ n_-,-~. CFTTTXTK l , C ( Kt~; K =19-1\JN) 
READ{ 1,400} (FTCK) ,TIC Kl ,K=l,NN) 
R F f\ n ( 1 , c; 0 C ) l n T ( K ) , K = l , ~~ N ) 
Q. != A[) ( l , A(': 0 ) ( W F ( K ) , K = l , 1\J 1\J:..:) ________________________ _ 
~-FAD_CT;_6G_0Tl'?TKI~ -
WRITF(3,~0()(')T 
C T 1 =AY.c: .• ; 
f)(l ? 0 K = 1 , N f\.1 
Cl7~C!O = CTr:::cn<> 
R A { K ) = ( 1- C T? { K l } >~F I { K) 
RR(K)=?~CTl*Tf{K) 
------'.PC ( K ) = ?* T ;::c ( 1 +C T? ( K. ) ) "'.c[") T ('-'-K~),___ __________________ _ 
rrn~ 1 = CR -All-~,-... -R-~-rt<:-n-rR c CKl 
DfK}=D(Kl*lO.**s 
\.J P I T E: ( 3, 2 n 0 n ) X ( K ) , Y l K l , \•IF ( K l , C ( K) , F I ( K) , T I ( K) , I) T ( K l , 0 ( K) 
.~9 .CGNJTNUF 




•J \, t ·'''~ f J ,,~ ~) -
<;TOD 
1 C 0 F 0 P i'-1 t, T { J ') ) 





1 0 00 FO~/ITTTFf1 • 4 X, ' S Y S 1 F M N1] .-'-p)) 
20CO FnR~AT{///4X,4F7.3,2F~.4,2F7.3J 
3000 FORMAT(/4X,'TIME T ='F~.ll 
END 
/DATA 
-- - ·-· ~ -..... ~·-···· -----------
kk = number of total systems 
NN = number of total data points for each system 
X = distance in em 
C = reduced concentration 
W = initial weight fraction WAl 
vW = weight fraction during diffusion 
D = diffusivity 
- ~- ···-.~··- -·· 
_J::-
0> 
Program No. 8b 
Calculation£!~ Diffusivity ~~Function of Reduced Concentration for 
Systems without Volume Change 
0 1 M F N S I Of\! X ( 3 0 ) , C ( 3 C ) , EN { 3 0 ) , En ( 3 0 ) , 0 C C 3 C ) , R C 3 0 ) 
~------~~~-·~~----------------------------------------------------------
00 900 IJK=l,KK 
'~RITF{3,901) 
WRITF:(1,902)IJK 





Rf:l\n( 1, lOU (X( I ),C{ I ),I=l,N) 
R E A 0 ( l , l 0 2 ) C E ~J ( I ) , T = 1 , N ) 
RE fll) ( 1, 10 2) ( EC{ 1}, I= 1, N) 
------jon---to--I= 1-, n- ------------------·-..,. .. -----
f) C ( I ) = ( F N ( I } I C ;? • C * T * E 0 ( I ) l } 
ED< I l=EDC I )/lOO.C 
CC( I )=DC (I)*( 10.C,."*'5l 
-------.~r-r~ 0 3 ) X ( I ) , C ( I ) , EN ( I ) , E 0 ( I ) , 0 C ( I ) 
:-JP!TE(3,904) 








901 F0Rf-1ATC1Hl) Q02 FORMAT(lXlOHSYSTEM NO.,I3) 
-------QQ3--FOR~fiT (-/l) --------
904 FOI<MAT(/} 




kk = number of tota.l systems 
T = time in seconds 
N = number of total data points for each system 
X = distance in em 
C = reduced concentration (or concentration) 
EN = integral ofJxdy~~ or Jr(y~~)dy~~ (or Jxdy) 
ED = derivative dy*/dx (or dy/dx) 
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Table B·1 
Poly~eric Systems Used foy the Study 
System Polymer Sol vent Polymer Solute Ini tia1 Solute 
Number Concent. Cone. 
Wt.L grn/100 cc So1n. 
1 CMC \'later 2.20~ D-Glucose 10.0 
2 CMC 'lr!'ater 2.00% D-G1ucose 10.0 
3 CHC Water 1.70% D-Glucose 10.0 
4 CMC Hater 1.35% D-Glucose 10.0 
_t) CMC vJater 1.20% D-G1ucose 10.0 
6 Carbopol \·!a ter 0.28% D-G1ucose 10.0 
7 Carbopo1 'lrJater 0.25% D-Glucose 10.0 
8 Carbopo1 Water 0.22% D-Glucose 10.0 
9 Carbopol \'Tater 0.20% D-G1ucose 10.0 




Da.t~ ~Results !Q;: ~~ 1. 
y fit)dr t n<1>.x1oS X gm solute l~")fttf dy*~ dx - t·l AB 100cm3sol. A Y* cm2/sec em em 1 
(' '(", p 
. . - ·(.(ilt7 r.')oo o.coq o.o:)~O n.~0l2 17.07f' r.s;tz 
o • _. 1 '+ ?. • c 6 1 o • c ? c r: • ? 3 0 r • o 0 3 B 'l • 0 0 ?. 1 ;? ~ • 71 6 c • r-, ? 7 
0.135 7.674 0.071 0.776 0.0065 0.0059 19.374 1.415 
------------------------------ ------
; .. '41 8.606 C.079 O.R77 C.C070 0.0r.77 14.?55 2.317 
-·---·-··· ·---------------------------
Cl Time t=12.0 seconds; T=23 C; WA1=0.0902 
Concentration dependence of density A=0.3387 
\ 
54 
Table B. 3 
Data ~ Results ~ System 2 
~ !f . y ~'f)J.~~ X gm solute J.r)fdf d::~~ n<1 >xlo5 100cro3sol. WA Y* AB cro 
cm2 /sec 
0. ~· 26 0.775 o.cer C.C84 0.0~45 1).8025 4.887 0.953 
o.~35 1.233 o.c12 o.t36 o.oo65 o.oo39 6.673 o.997 
O.OSC 2.415 0.023 0.25R C.O'J9S 0.0065 9.5~2 1.020 
c.~6l 3.524 c.034 c.372 o.otoa a.ooeo 11.163 c.9Q3 
---------· -------
c.~6q 4.395 C.C42 0.465 G.Olll 0.00R3 11.980 0.943 
C.,74 5.02~ C.04R 0.52~ 0.0113 O.QOA6 12.319 0.93~ 
0.~80 5.760 0.054 0.600 C.Ol20 0.0096 12.55? 0.970 
0.'87 6.667 C.CA? r..6RQ C.Ol34 0.Qll7 12.603 1.078 
0.~n4 7.638 O.G71 0.776 0.0154 O.Ol4R l2.43q 1.255 
-·--··--· ---------- ------- ---··-- ··------------------------ --- - -------------- ____________ ..:..._ _____ -
---·---------------------------
0 Time t=50.0 seconds; T=23 C; vlAl =0.0903 




Data and Results f2t Syste~ J 
y 




n< 1 >x105 AB 
cm2/eec 
0.111 1.018 r.c1c 0.112 r.c~?9 a.001B I2.A84 0.~12 
G • -, 2 f:> 2 • 4 2 3 0 • 0 2 4 0 • 2 59 0 • 0 r) 50 Cl • 0 0 ~ 1 1 9. 1 6 9 0 • 6 S 7 
r.~lC 3.207 0.031 O.l39 0.0~56 n.OC44 2C.64h 0.69R 
o.-36 4.378 0.047 0.465 r.CJ60 O.OC4R 21.150 r.725 
G.'Ht0 5.271 0.05C 0.5't9 0.0')62 0.00~0 zn.54'• (':.763 
--------·--------------------------
o.-·46 6.428 C.C60 0.667 C.OJ70 ~.0061 1~.636 C.9~7 
Time t=20.0 seconds; T=23°C; HA1=0.090.5 
Concentration dependence or density A=0.))28 
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Table B.5 
Data and Results !2£. System !J.. 
y ~*' 
X 
solute w Y* ief'Jlf ~)j~{dy~~/ dx D(l)xl05 s;m AB em 100cm3sol. A o cm-1 cm2/sec 
0.')0P O.B?'5 C.f'OO. O.·lR'5 0.0023 0.0013 ll.R3P ('.'5'58 
C.117 2.035 C'.O~C C.229 O.C04q 0.0012 19.467 0.704 
O.J22 3.107 0.03G G.332 0.0059 0.0043 ?1.'501 0.7e2 
0.:32 5.2A3 0.05C' 0.547 C.0067 O.OC5l 20.520 0.~19 
0.'3R 6.396 0.060 0.663 0.0072 0.0057 17.q2l 1.131 
o.145 1.59q r.o7c o.776 o.oo8s o.oo11 14.316 1.656 
Time t=l8.o seconds; T=23°C; vJA1=0.0906 










o<1 >.x1oS AB 
cm2/sec 
0. 0 1A 0.840 C.OOP 0.091 C.0~35 0.0019 7.551 . 1.181 
0.~32 2.438 C.C24 0.?61 O.C171 0,004R 13.404 1.357 
o.~39 3.340 c.C3? n.~6l o.oJ82 o.ocsq 15.004 t.3A7 
·-·---------------------
0.~5? 5.33ry 0.051 0.564 0.0089 0.0067 15.845 1.41~ 
o.J5B 6.352 r.o6c o.65B o.oo97 o.on7R 15.4?1 1.59~ 
---------·-------- --------------- -----------------------~----------------------~---------------~-----
----------------------- ----------------- -----
C.G6A 7.931 0.073 O.R06 O.Ot22 0.0114 13. 0 55 ?.1"4 
--- --- ---·--·- ------------- --------------- -- --------------------- ------- ------ -·- ---------- -- -~---------- -- ------------
.o.~73 8.636 O.C70 0.~73 O.Cl38 0.0139 13.00~ 2.673 
. 
Concentration dependence of density A=0.2631 
X 
em 
Table B. 7 








o.~ll c.715 c.co1 n.o77 0.012~ o.J015 9.2~8 r.468 
0. '17 1.315 0.013 0.146 0.0041 0.0027 13.410 C.528 
0.040 5.268 0.050 0.5~6 0.0077 C.OOAl 18.~15 ~.6Q? 
·---------· 
-- ·-- -- ·--- ------ -------- -·--· ·---------- ----------- ..... -··-------------- ----------------- -- ---------- ------------------~---------- -
Time t= 30.0 seconds; T=23 °C; W Al =0 • 0910 
Concentration dependence of density A=0.3790 
59 
Table B.8 
Data and Results for System 1 
y 2~ ~ X gm .solute WA Y* r'JJ1li f<{Jr J'fdy*~ <ll D~~)xl~5 
em lOOcmJsol. 2 () o em 1 em /sec 
I'). ) 1 (' 0. 734 0.('07 0.078 0.012~ 0.0014 ll.l<H c ·'t 19 
r.~ls 1.355 0.013 0.146 o.on~g o.OC26 15.936 r.508 
a.~?r 2.140 0.021 r.235 o.onsz o.oo~q 19.516 o.579 
~.124 2.094 o.c2a 0.317 0.0061 O.OC49 21.107 O.A36 
a. '?P 3.741 o.016 o.4C1 o.oo1o o.oos1 21.528 r.691 
o.~~4 s.111 r.C49 o.529 o.oa74 o.oo62 20.362 o.110 
.. ·-- --------. ---- ~----~ ------~-- ----------------------------------------- ---------- --------- -
0.23R 5.8R2 C.C56 0.60~ 0.0075 0.0061 18.775 0.847 
0.]4~ A.7?7 (.063 O.A06 0.0081 0.0070 16.118 1.039 
----·------ --- .. - .. - ·------- -------------- - ---- ---------------------------------------- -- ------
' 
o.~47 7.167 r.c6a o.757 o.cna7 o.oo79 14.275 1.2R4 
O.J52 8 •. C70 0.075 C.Q2? 0.0097 0.0093 11.785 l.7~R 
0.~61 9.013 C.C~~ O.QlO 0.0116 O.Oll9 7.967 3.063 
·---·---
0 Time t=24.0 seconds; T=21 C; WA1=0.0909 
Concentration dependence of density A=0.3552 
60 
Table B. 9 




X gm solute vJA Y* t~1Jtlf ~~,)~{ D(l)xl05 dy{~/dx AB 
em 100cm3sol -1 cm2/sec em 
0 -, 1 " 
..._.. • ... I. 1.217 C.C12 0.132 n.C017 0.0010 22.747 C.640 
c.-17 2.501 r.C24 0.?69 o.o025 o.ool7 lt.52~ o.AR7 
o.;zc 3.38? r.c~1 0.168 o.co21 o.o019 34.1~1 o.6R5 
r).·'?2 4.29C 0.041 0.437 0.002~ 0.<)020 34.70R 0.6Rl 
0.'25 5.144 0.040 0.541 0.0931 0.0023 33.98R 0.765 
0.128 6.148 r.C5R 0.640 C.OJ36 0.0031 11.844 0.967 
0.,30 6.78h 0.064 0.702 O.C042 0.0038 29.890 1.175 
c • \ < 4 8 • 0 0 7 0 • c 7 4 0 • 8 ] 7 () • 0 0 54 0 • 0 0 5 5 2 5 • 3 s '• 1 • 8 0 1 
0 0 
Time t=6.o seconds; T=21 C; HA1=0.0910 
Concentration dependence of density A=O.J749 
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Table B.lO 
Data and Results ~ Syste~ i 
X 
(f 'J)I-
w solute W A 'f)J_~'f }r)'fJ.{ dy*/ d:1c D (1) Xl05 
em lOOcm3/sol D -1 AB 
y 
Y* 
~----------------------------------------------c_m ____ ~c~~m~2~/~s~ec. 
c.-14 o.R70 r.crn o.ooz o.o0?4 c.oot3 11.lo4 c.545 
c.~?2 1.2~5 C.OlB 0.?07 C.014~ 0.0027 17.331 n.~l? 
-·----·---------- -·-- --------------------- --- --------- ----------------------------- ---------·· -·--
o.~31 3.717 r.c~6 o.381 o.o054 o.C040 21.013 c.660 
0.~41 5.A27 C.051 0.503 O.C060 0.0047 20.384 0.751 
----~---- ---------~---------------------------------------~----------- --------~-----L----------- -··- ~-----
C. )47 6.9q2 (.065 0.710 0.0072 0.0063 IA.417 0.9Q2 
c.~s? 7.840 o.o73 0.107 .o.oo?6 o.oOR3 1A.356 1.126 
0 • ') 50 8 • o 0 5 0 • C 8 2 0 • <"l 0 1 0 • 0 1 C ~ 0 • 0 l 1 6 1 3 • ~ 1 R ? • C 5 4 
Time t=20.0 seconds; T=23°C; WA1=0.0910 




Data anq Results for Sys!e~ 10 
y 
gEl solute '>l A 
100cm3sol 
62 
"'"'l ..•.. i.i #Mil'~·---------------------------
- - - ------ -- ------------ --~ --------------------------------- - ---------------
c.-24 2.121 r.c21 o.JQO o.on62 o.oo4~ 20.40~ r.783 
0. ~20 3.881 r.C~7 0.404 C.0071 0.0058 21.02o 0.869 
··---·---------------------- ---------
r.139 s.elA c.c5~ G.6C5 o.o077 o.ooA5 18.390 1.058 
--·-----··-- ---------·--
r.~45 6.863 C.C64 0.707 O.OOR3 0.0074 15.578 1.353 
G.J52 7.R9? c.C7? O.R04 0.0096 O.OOQl 12.169 1.990 
T:tme t==20.0 seconds; T=23 °C; v!tn=O .0910 
Concentration dependence or density A=0.35.58 
63 
Table B.l2 




1 1.3385 0.00120 
2 1. 3380 0.00127 
3 1.3380 0.00118 
4 1.3378 0.00117 
5 1. 3370 0.00123 
6 1. 3360 0.00130 
1 1. 3360 0.00122 
8 1. 3360 0. 00123 
9 1. 3360 0.00130 




Theoretical Equation 2! Diffusion 
Duda and Vrentas (10) based their t-1ork on the assumptions 
of 1) free diffusion, 2) in an isothermal system of N 
components which do not react with each other, 3) the 
components involved are neither viscoelastic materials 
nor the polar materials, 4) WI= Ji!f, 5) liquid system, 
6} one directional motion with all variables changing 
only in that direction and derived from the equation of 
continuity and equation of motion the following: 
where 
N-1 v~i = (1/( 2 ) ~ <e>f /~Wihrj(ji),i 
I=l 
ith component or mass average velocity 
ith component of mass diffusion flux of 
component I relative to mass average velocity 
WI = mass fraction of component I. 
For binary free diffusion relative to rectangular 
cartesian coordinate axis, it became 
(C.l) 
d- WA 
(a V / 0 x) = -(1/ f2)(dr /d'-IA) ~x ( (n ~x ) (0.2) 
Equation (C.l), with the boundary conditions for one-
dimensional free diffusion, 
WA (0, .x) = WAO X < 0 (C. 3) 
\vA (0, x) = WAl X > 0 (C. 4) 
WA ( t, -~) = WAO (C.$) 
WA (t, +~) = WAl (C.6) 
65 
By applying the famous Boltzmann transformation 
1 Jt= x/2t~ and constraining one of the infinite boundaries 
to set the velocity there equal to zero, equation (C.2) 
can be simplified to 
If WA is determined as a function of x and t, integration 
by parts of' the double integral trans1'orms equation (C. 7) 
into 
(C. 8) 
In the case Hhen ther•e is no volume change durine diffusion, 
equation (C.8) will reduce to the familiar result (10). 
D = -2 ( d ~1/~f A) r\IA '11 dW A )HAO .\. (C.9) 
Paul (18) pointed out that when the solution density 
is linear in the weight fraction of the solute 
r = f's(l + Av!A) 
Equation (C.8) will transform to 
D = -2 ((1 - A1''Al::) f :~ dy~· + 2AH Al J:~y~·dy" 
(1 + AvJ AlY{}) { dy{}/ d ~ ) 
(C .10) 
( c .11) 
{C.12) 
Appendix D 
Diffusivit;y Computation Techniques 
The reduced concentration, yo;~, was defined by 
Paul (18) as 
Hhere 
vi A = weight fraction rluring diffusion 
WAl = weight fraction or initial solution on 
· the solute rich side 
From data given by Desai· (9) in the concentration 
units (gm solute/100 cm3 solution), the weight fraction 
can be obtained as 
vl = 
gm solute/100 cm3 solution 
gm8olute/100 cm3 solution + (100) (density of 
polYiner 
solution) 
:,· The concentration dependence of density A was 
calculated fro!Yl equation (C.lO) · 
f = fs (1 + Avl A) 
66 
(D.l) 
From each known polYlner solution density and the corres-
pending weight fraction, the value A can be obtained. 
For each system three different pairs--weight fraction 
and solution density-- iJ"ere used to calculate the ari th-
met;ic ave:a:>age A. 
The curve of reduced concentration vs. distance 
(i.e., Y* vs. x) is sigmoid (see Figure D.l). The curve 
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67 
Experimental Reduced Concentration 
Profile for 0.25 wt.% Carbopol System. 
68 
by a period of rapidly increasing .slope which gives way 
to an interval of nearly constant slope succeeded by a 
period when the rapidly decreasing slope approaches zero. 
The Gompertz equation 
where 
G is a linear function of x used in order to scale 
the x variables, 
(D.2) 
has been found to satisfactorily represent such data (8). 
Davis' method of determining the constants, a, b, and c, 
in the Gompertz equation requires that the independent 
variable be in equa~ intervals. (The independent variable 
may be time or distance for instance, and the data may 
appear t3.s the dates 1890, 1900, 1910, and 1920, or the 
distance 0.005, 0.010, 0.015, and 0.020 to which are 
assigned values of G or 0, 1, 2, and 3. See Davis (8).) 
In this Hork, the data were not in equal intervals. 
From the y~} vs. x plot, the equal interval 0.005 em 
of x were picked up through the use of a curve which 
vms fitted by 11 eye". Therefore, following linear 
relationship between G and x was used: 
G = (x/0.005) - 1 
vfuenever Y* is calculated, the x scale must be changed 
to the G scale, i.e. 
G 
Y* = abc or Y* 
(x/0.005 - 1) 
abc 
69 
The data s.re divided into three parts of n entries each. 
S1 , S2 , and s 3 represent the sums or the three groups of 
values of logy, starting with the lowest values. The 
constants a, b, and c can then be evaluated from the 
equations 
and 
v.rhere n equals one-third o1~ the total data points used. 
It was found that using the same data, when curves 
were passed through the data points by "eye", several 
slightly different curves would be obtained. 
In order to eliminate human bias when passing a 
curve through the Y* vs. x data (as is possible in the 
previous method of Davis), a non-linear least squares 
method Has used. The Gompertz equation is non-linear 
in the constants a, b, and c. Therefore the Gompertz 
(D. 3) 
(D.5) 
equation was linearized in ter~s of the constants, a, b, 
and c, before the least squares technique l..ras applied. 
The resulting least square "normal" equations were: 
N 2 G. (G -1) 
+ A c .:E:. r p. G. c 1 C i 1. n {b ) /b ) 
. -1 \ 1 1 0 0 :. 0 0 1- . 
N 2 (G -1) A a 2.:. ( p • G. c 
0 
i 1 n ( b 0 ) I a 0 ) i=l 1 1. 
N (G1-l) 2 
+ ~c L. {piG.c. ln(b )) 




p.G1c ln{b )) 1. 0 0 (D.8J 
where G1 
co 
p. = a b 
1. 0 0 
Aa =a- a 0 
A b = b - b 
0 
Ac = c - c 
0 
a 0 , b 0 , and c 0 (obtained from Davis' method) represent 
initial estimates of a, b, and c, for A a, A. b, and 4 c. 
This 3 by 4 matrix was solved by an iterative process to 
obtain the bost values of a. b, and c. The iterative 
process was terminated when DDEV/DEV ~ 5xl0- 3. 
71 
where 
DEV = ~ I Qi - Yi )/yi x 100 I I number of data points 
and 
DDEV = (DEV)j - (DEV)j_1 
and j is iteration index. 
Dalal (7) and Desai (9) used a modified Gompertz 
G G 
equation y = ~ + abc instead of Y* = abc , where o( is 
intercept of y-~'i-. In these systems, o<.. is nearly zero 
for all loces. In Desai's analysis, all o<s were zero. 
When the modified Gompertz equation is used, there are 
four paratrneters o<, a, b, and c instead of three a, 
b, and c. Some ~s from the least squares method were 
negative; but the limits of Y* in this study were from 
0 to 1. Therefore, the unmodified Gornpertz equation 
was used here. 
In Desai's program No. 2-A: "Experimental Concen-
tr'ltion Gradlent as a Function of Distance", Desai 
treated the derivative as 
G 
dy/ dx = (abc ) (ln b) cG(ln c). 
Actually, it is 
G 
dy/dx = (dy/dG)(dG/dx) = (l/0.005)(abc ) 
(ln b) cG(ln c) 
where x is the experimental scale, and G is the changing 
scale for y value. The unit for dy/dx in this program 
. is gm/100 cm3/cm. Even using the a, b, and c which 
Desai obtained from Gompertz equation to calculate dy/dx 
by his program 2-A, the results are different from the 
Table D-1 
£2nstants of Gompertz E.g_uation from Non-Linear Least Squares Nethod 
and the Initial Values a0 , b0 , c0 
-system 
ao bo co AAPD0 b Number a c 
-
1 1.1305 0.0509 0.7106 1.4829 1.1006 0.0508 0.6996 
2 1.5335 0.0083 0.8966 2 .5J53 1.80 39 0.0103 0.9094 
J 1.1788 0.0162 0.7958 1.196J 1.1840 0.0146 o. 7839 
4 1.0983 0. Ol~.82 0.7641 1.6161 1.0878 0.0498 0.7612 
5· 1. 3496 0.0195 0.8515 1. 7370 1.4295 0.0214 0.8598 
6 1.1839 0.0263 0.7994 1.5904 1.2122 0.0282 0.8047 
7 1.0615 0.0314 0.7590 1.1034. 1.0677 O.OJ21 0.7602 
8 1.8502 0.0214 0.7563 3-5711 1.2137 0.0218 0.6779 
9 1.2215 0.0185 0.7887 1.5168 1.2J53 0.0191 0.7912 















values he presented in his thesis. The values of dy/dx 
for cor;p8rison for system 9 are given below: 
From Desai' s Using Desai's After prog. 2-A Thesis Constants & His Corrected3 gm/crn3/cm prog. 2-A gm/100 em /em 
gm/100 crn3/cm 
1.077 0. 518 103.155 
l.A40 0.830 l63.S96 
1.939 0.969 191.410 
2.079 1.034 205.186 
2.115 1.057 2ll.4J7 
2.057 1.024 206.989 
1.975 0.984 200.274 
l. 84 9 o. 934 191 . .)02 
1.6~2 o. 834 17~-989 
l. 346 0.684 144-250 
rrhe results in columns one and three are quite close; but 
column two differs greatly from columns one and three. 
Thus it appears that the program 2-A in Desai's thesis 
is an incorrect earlier version from his .. mrk which he 
included in the thesis instead of the correct program 
which leads to the results indicated in column one. 
Dalal (7) used Davis' method to calculate the der-
ivative dy/dx. Desai (9) also presented this method for 
co~parison (prog. no. 2-B in Desai's thesis). 
~ = (x-x1 )/(a+bx) 
where x1 corresponds to y=-.1 
where 
f= log((20y)/log (100-y)J 
dy/dx = (a+bx1 )/(a+bx)
2s 
S = 0 • 4 34 (< 1 I y) + 0 • 4 34 .3/ ((1 0 0-Y ) 1 og ( 100 -y ) ) ) 
The constants, a and b s.re not the same as from 









From Gompertz equation 
16.0439 
0.0142 























Therefore Davis' method for evaluating the derivative 
was not considered here. 
At"ter the G·ompertz equation was obtained from the 
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least squares method, the location of the original inter-
!'ace, i.e.~ the locus of' x=O,.was obtained. Simpson's 
numerical method was used to evaluate the areas A1 and A2 
at a distance x=:p as shown in Figure D.2 and Figure D.3. 
Area A 3 was then evaluated and compared with A2. If 
these were unequal, then another value of p wa~ specified, 
(pj=pj-l~Dp) depending on which area is large or small. 
This trial and error procedure was followed until the 
percentage deviation is defined as follows: 
percentage deviation = ((A2 -A3)/A2)(100) 
In otlu~r v-mrds, the absolute value of (A2-A3)/A2 
should be less than 8(10)-3 for all the systems at a 
final value o1' p. This very closely satisfied the 
requirement that 
Jy~~ Jl - xdy·::· = xdy~~ o Y* 
for ne~lecting volume change during diffusion; and 
JY* ~Y* Jl Jl - xdy·:} - 2AW Al xy~~dy·::- = xdy* + 2A'Ir! Al xy*dY* 0 0 ~ ~ 
(i.e. J:xdy* + 2AWAl J:xy*dy* = O) 
for volume change during diffusion. Thus the location 
of the original interface was obtained. 
(D.l2) 
(D.l3) 
Consider program number 6 for locating the original 
interface. In this program, N is any odd number, DP is 
the increment of the iteration. If these two numbers 
. I 
I 




were not suitably used, the 
satisfactory value of 
,(A2 -A3 )/A2~, i.e. J(A2-A))/A2 f 
~ 8 (10)- 3, Hould not be obtained. 
In Desai's analysis, DP=0.0002 
was small enough; but in this work, 
only DP=0.00005 satisfied all 
the systems. 
are two ways to evaluate the integral of 
X 
2. x was first changed to a function or Y*· 
x=f(y*)=0.005 (ln((ln(y*)-ln(a))/ln(b)) 




-Jy~ f( .. )d 
- y-..· Y* 
Y* 
1 


























They are almost the same, as they should be. For evaluating 
Jxy{}dy{}, the I 1 method fs not valid. Therefore, for 
consistency, I 2 method was used to calculate Jxdy* and 
jxy{:-dy~- for the final results present in this work. 
In Appendix F, five dirferent values of diffusion 
fl) 
coefficient are presented. DAB is calculated considering 
volume change during diffusion with the integration 
technique of I 2 • nl~) is calculated for no volume change 
during diffusion with the integration technique of I 2 • 

















. ' 1----4 
Y* 
K > >, \ ~,t 1~ X OX v > > ' ~ ' >xY* xy-."-0 (x=O) 
{A) (B) 
jY~"' JY~"' J1 . J1 Eva1ua tion of xdy* and xy-;}dy~"' for xdy* + 2A11..1 xy*dY* 0 0 0 0 . 
=O· A =A'+ 2A\-J .A·" A =A 1 + 2AW A11 A =A 1 + 2AW A" 
' 1 1 A1 2 ' ·2 2 A1 2' 3 3 ·Al 3 
Figure D• 3. 
-.J 
()) 
diffusi vi ty is function of the concentration 'Hi thout 
volume change during diffusion. ni~> is_calculated for 
no volume change during diffusion with the integration 
technique of 1 1 • n(5) considers volume changes during AB 
diffusion with the integration technique 11 for J xdy-:~-
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and 1 2 for J xy~~dy~~. The five different values are given 
in Appendix F. 
.Appendix E 
2 Figures of Diffusivity (em /sec') 
























0 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, Y*' Dimensionless 
Figure E.1. Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced Concentration for 2.2 wt.~ CMC in Water 
with D-Glucose as Solute, at 23°0, 










1 • .5 
1.0 
Figure E.2. 
0 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, Y*' Dimensionless 
Differential Diffusi vi ty vs. Reduced 
Concentration for 2.0 wt.% CMC in Water 




























































. ' I 
0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y{~, Dimensionless 
Figure E. 3· Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced Concentration for 1.7 wt.% CMC in Water 
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0 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y*, Dimensionless 
Figure E.4. Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced 
Concentration for 1.35 vrt.% CMC in Water 













0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y-"k, Dimensionless 
Figure E.~. Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced Concentration for 1.20 wt.~ CMC in Water 
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1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y~}, Dimensionless 
Figure E.6. Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced 
Concentration for 0.28 wt.% Carbopol in 
Water with D-Glucose as Solute, at 23°0, 















0 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, Y* 1 Dimensionless 
Figura E.7. Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced 
Concentration for 0.25 wt.~ Carbopol in 
Water with D-Glucose as Solute, at 21°0, 












0 0.2 0 .ll- 0.6 o.B 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y*, Dimensionless 
Figure E.8. Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced Concentration for 0.~2 wt.% Carbopol in 
Water with D-Glucose as Solute, at 21°C, 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.B 1.0 
Reduced Concentration, y*, Dimensionless 
Differential Diffusivity vs. Reduced 
Concentration for 0.20 wt.~ Carbopol in 
Water with D-Glucose as Solute, at 2)°C, 
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Reduced Concentration, y*, Dimensionless 
Dirferential Diffusivity vs. Reduced 
Concentration for 0.18 wt.% Carbopol in 
Water with D-Glucose as Solute, at 2)°C, 
with t=20 seconds 
Appendix F 
Comparison for Five Different Hethods of 
Calculating the Diffusivity 
Y* Y* 
( ) (1 -D 1 = 
AB 
Avl Al y~d !' ( y~:- ) dy~r + 2 A \v A1 f ( y-:r) y-:(dy* 
o --~o~--------
n(S > = 
.AB 
2t (1 + Av.rA1y-:r) ( dy-:r/ dx) 
J y~... lY* (1 - Avl A1y~r) 0 .. xdy* + 2AvJ A1 0 f (y-::- )y·::-dy* 








List 2£ Five Values ££ Diffusivity for System l 
y~~ D(l) D( 2 ) D(j) 
2 AB 5 2 AB 5 2 AB 5 
em /see(lO ) em /see(10 ) em /sec(lO ) 
--
0.099 0.512 0.491 0.501 
o.230 0.621 0.602 0.610 
0.368 0.719 0.691 0.697 
0.483 0.784 0.755 0.758 
0.619 0.902 0.878 0.855 
0.776 1.415 ' 1.394 1.304 
0.877 2. 31? 2.294. 2.107 
0.992 5.902 5.865 5.285 
Range of % DEV of' nl~) from Di1): -4 .. 10 to -0.63 
where % DEV =~Dl~) - ni~?;ni~~) (100) 







1. 392 1.413 





List of Five Values of Diffusivity for System 2 
n(l) (2) (3) D{4) . (5) 
AB DAB DAB AB DAB 
y~· 
cm2 I sec (105) . cm2 I sec (105) 2 5 em /_g3ec_O,o }. crn2 I sec (lo5) cm2 I secl.1o5) 
-
0.084 0.953 0.915 0.941 0.913 0.952 
0.136 0.997 0.956 0.973 0.951 0.993 
0.258 1.020 0.976 0.985 0.974 1.019 
0.372 0.993 0.949 0.951 0.948 0.992 
0.465 0.942 0.904 ·0.896 0.903 0.942 
0.526 "0.934 0.901 0.877 0.900 .0. 933 
0.600 0.970 0.944 0.900 0.943 o. 969 
0.689 1.078 1.056 0.987 1.054 1.077 
0.776 1.255 1.235 1.1_39 1.234 1.254 
0.957 1.892 1.872 1.697 1.879 1.891 
-· 




List .£!.Five VBlues of Diffusivity for System 1 
(1) D(2) b(3) D(4) 0) 
~:.~ 
DAB AB AB AB DAB 
c~2 I sec (105) cm2/sec(l0.5) cm2/se~(lo.5J_£m2/sec(105 ) cm2/sec(l05 ) 
0.112 0.572 0.549 0.561 0.551 0.574 
0.187 0.628 0.602 0.611 0.603 0.629 
0.259 0.667 0.640 0.646 0.640 0.668 
o. 339 0.698 0.670 0.973 0.671 0.699 
0.465 0.725 0.697 0.696 0.698 0.726 
0.549 0.763 0.739 0.721 0.740 o. 763 
0.667 0.947 0.926 0.876 0.927 0.948 
0.75.5 1.232 1.211 1.127 1.212 1.233 
0.818 1.563 1.540 1.420 1.541 1.563 
0.932 2.742 2.711 2.469 2. 713 2. 74.) 
Range of fa DEVor' n( 2 ) 1'rom D(l). AB AB • -4.19 to -1.14 ~ +='" 
Table F .4 









y~~ s- 2 ,., · s 5 21 ( s crn2/sec(10 ·J ern /sec(105) crn~/sec(10 ) cm2/sec(l0 ) ern sec 10 ) 
0 .i085 0.5C)8 0.539 0.541 o. 531 0.551 
0.229 0.704 0.679 0.682 0.675 0.701 
0.332 0.782 0.755 0.756 0.752 0.779 
0.462 0. 86.~ 0.837 o. 834 0.833 0.862 
0. t;4 7 0. 919 . 0.892 0.879 0.888 0.915 
0.663 1.131 1.109 1.058 1.105 1.126' 
0.776 1.656 1.637 1.523 1.631 1.651 
0.864 2.585 2.564 2.354 2.557 2.578 
0. 971 6.043 6.016 5-442 6.002 6.030 
Range of ~ DEV of Di~) from Dl~): -3.41 to -0.45 
"' \Jl. 
Table F.t) 
List £!.Five Values of Diffusj_vity for System 5_ 
D{l) D{2) D{3) D(4) r4~) AB AB AB AB 
y~~ 
cm2isec(l05) cm2/sec(105) cm2/sec(105) cm2/sec(l05) cm2/sec(l05) 
0.091 1.181 1.149 l.J64 1.141 1.174 
0.186 1. 306 1.268 . 1.275' 1.262 1.299 
0.261 1 .. 357 1. 319 1. 319 1. 313 1. 351 
o. 361 1. 387 1. 349 1. 341 1. 344 1.382 
0.41)3 1. 380 1. 343 1. 327 1. 338 1.375 
0.~64 1.410 1. 383 1. 329 1. 377 1.404 
0 .6~8 .1. ~82 1.~60 1.466 1:554 1.576 
o. 734 1.83~ 1.815 1.682 1.808 1.828 
0.806 2.194 2.175 1.997 2.168 2.188 
0.873 2.673 2.653 2.420 2.646 2.666 
0.971 .3.729 3-706 3.356 3.697 J.72l 
Range of % DEV of' Di~) "from Di~): ·-2.71 to -0.62 ~ 0" 
. '· 
Table F.6 
List of Five Valu0s of Diffusivit~ for System £ 
(1) D(2) D(3) D (4) D (5) DAB AB AB AB· AB Y~'" 
cm2/sec(lo5) cm2/sec(l05) cm2/sec(l05) cm2/sec(l0·5) cm2/sec(l05) .. 
0.077 0.468 0.447 0.454 0.444 0.465 
0.146 0.528 0.505 0.510 0.502 0.52~ 
0.237 0.583 0.557 0.561 0.555 0 .. 581 
o. 345 0.631 0.603 0.604 0.601 0.629 
0.440 0.661 0.633 0.631 0.631 0.660 
0.556 0.692 0.667 0.654 0.665 0.690 
0.682 0.8)4 0.813 0.771 0.812 0.832 
o. 747 0.984 0.965 0.901 o. 963 0.982 
0.821 1.254 1.235 1.139 1.233 1.252 
0.886 '1. 633 1. 613 1.474 1.610 1.630 
0.998 !.976 2. 9.1)2 2.663 2. 948 2.973 
Range of% DEV of Dl~) from Di~): -4.49 to -0.81 ~ -.J 
Table F.? 
List of' Five Values of Diffusi vi ty for System 1 
D{l) D(2) '!"'\ ( 3) D (4) D (5) 
y-:~ AB AB ..i..IAB AB AB 
. 2 2 5 
cm2/sec{l05J cm2/se£(105) cm2/sec(1o5) em /sec(105) em /sec(lO ) 
0.078 0.439 0.421 0.431 0.420 0.438 
0.146 0.508 0.487 0.496 0.485 ; 0.507 
0.231) 0.579 0.554 0.562 0.553 ·o.578 
0. 317 0.6)6 0.609 0.616 0.609 0.635 
0.403 0.691 0.664 0.670.: 0.663 0.691 
0.467 0.733 0.704 0.708 0. 703 o. 731 
0.529 o. 770 0.752 0.745 0.741 0.769 
0.608 0.847 0.822 0.807 0.821 0.846 
0.696 1.039 1.016 0.973 1.015 ·1.038 
0.?1)7 1.284 1.260 1.187 1.259 1.682 
0.822 1.728 1.703 1.582 1.701 1.727 
o. 910 3.063 3-031 2.767 3.028 3.060 ~ 
co 
0.995 7.922 7. 863 7.04 r? 7.856 7.916 
- --
Range of % DEV of Di~) from Di~): -0.41 to -0.74 
Table F.8 
List of Five V8lues of Diffusivity for System ~ 
D(l) D(2) D (3) D(4) (5) DAB 
Y.* AB AB AB 
AB 
.cm2/sec(lo5) cm2 /sec(l05~ cm2/sec(105) cm2/sec(lo5) cm2/sec(l05) 
·-- --· 
0.132 0.640 0.614 0.632 0.616 0.643 
0.269 o:687 0.658 0.668 0.660 0.689 
0. 368 0.685 0.657 0.662 0.658 0.687 
0.437 :0.681 0.657 0.651 0.658 0.682 
0.541 0. 76t; . 0.745 0.716 0.746 '0. 766 
0.640 0.967 0.949 0.892 0.950 0.968 
0.702 1.175 1.157 1.076 1.158 '1.177 
0.812 ·1.801 1.778 1.633 1.780 1.803 





List 2! Five Values 2! Dirfusivitx ~ System i 
·'DA~) nC2} nl~> n1~> DA~) AB 
Y* cm2/sec{l05) crn2/sec(l05) cm2 I sec (105) cm2/sec(l05) cm2/sec(l05) 
0.092 0.545 0.524 0.538 0.525 0.546 
0.207 0.618 0.593 0.602 0.594 0.619 
0.301 0.648 0.622 0.628 0.623 0.649 
0.)83 0.660 0.635 0.637 0.644 0.661 
0.489 0.666 0.644 0.635 0.644 0.666 
0.593 0.751 0.733 0.702 0.733 0.751 
0.653 0.851 0.835 0.788 0.835 o.B5~ 
0.710 0.992 0.976 0.911 0.976 0.992 
0.797 1.326 1.309 1.207 1.310 1.327 
0.901 2.054 2.033 1.854 2.033 2.054 

















cm2/sec(l0.5) cm2/sec(l0.5) cm2/sec(l0.5) cm2/sec(l0.5) cm2/sec(l05) 
0.108 0 • .591 0.565 0.578 0-.566 0.592 
0.203 0.695 0.664 0.674 0.664 0.69.5 
0. 300 0.783 0.748 0.757 0. 748 0.783 
0.404 0.869 0.832 0.838 o. 832 0.869 
0.508 0. 9t;O· 0.912 0.916 0.912 0.9.50 
0.60t; 1.058 1.024 1.006 1.023 1.0.58 
0.707 1. 3.5 3 1. 321 1.261 1. 320 1.353 
0.804 1.990 1.956 1.826 1.955 1.989 
0.904 3.693 3-650 3· 344 3.649 3.692 
0.994 9.963 9.883 8.888 9.881 9.961 
--





~easurement of the Density 
Four different weight concentrations of D-Glucose 
in the solution were measured for each system. The 
corresponding weight percentages of D-Glucose in the 
solutions are 0, 3, 6, and 101o. The D-Glucose used 
here is anhydrous, but the D-Glucose used by Desai (9) 
was hydrous. It was, therefore, necessary to correct 
the equivalent we:i.ght from anhydrous to hydrous form. 
The true weights of anhydrous D-Glucose used are 
2.7272 gm, ~.4~44 gm, and 9.0907 gm corresponding to 
J.O gm, 6.0 gm, and 10 gm of hydrous D-Glucose. 
The procedures for measuring the density are as 
follow: 
1. Measure the weight of empty pycnometer. 
2. Place the solution in the pycnometer; then let 
it be in the constant temperature water bath 
for about 1~ minutes. 
3· Dry and weigh. 
The weight of pure water at the same temperature was also 
measured. Prom equation (G.l) the densities of the 
solutions can be determined. 
Density of solution = (density of water/weight of water) 
x (weight of solution) 
The density of water was obtained from Perry's Handbook 




Calculetion of pirferential Diffusion Coefficient 
of. D-Gluc_s>s~ Using Wilke-Chang_ Correlation and 
and Clough et. al Correlation 
where 
The form suggested by ,:Jilke and Chang (24,25') is 
DAB = diffusivity of s~lute A in dilute solution 
in solvent B, em /sec 
MB =mol. wt. of solvent 
T t t o~K == elrcpera ure, 
A= viscosity of solution, centipoise 
VA = solute molal volume of the normal boiling 
point, cm3/cm mole 
c.J.;.8 = an associ~=ttion factor for the solvent, 2.6 
· for water as solvent. 
The differential diffusion coefficient of D-Glucose in 
0 
water at 21 C is calculated as follows: 
MB:::: 18 
T = 294 °K 
)1== 0.9810 cp 
lfB = 2.6 
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( H.l) 
DAB== [7.4{10)-8 (2.6xl8) 0 •s'(29l~W[<l77.6) 0 • 6 (o.981C~ 
~ 0.67(10)-Scm2 /8ec 
In a similar way the differential diffusion coetficie~t 
of' D-Glu~ose in viater at 23°G is calculated to ':::>e 
-r; 2 0.71(10) em /sec. The percentage deviation of Wilke-
Chang value from the experimental va.lu·e for each 
8ystem is given in Table H.l. 
Yne form suggested by Clough et al for predicting 
the diffusivity of a solute in non-N~wtonian solutions 
is 
DNN/D = Xcp (~I 3cp) (jl! )j~p) 
For l.O?t CHC system at 23°c 
D = Wilke-Chang value for the diffusivity of a 
Newtonian (low viscosivity) fluid, 
0.71(10)-~cm2/sec 
X = the volume fraction of the continuous phase, 
cp 0. 97 (4). 
; / ; cp = ratio of number of neighbors of the 
diffusing molecule which are sheared 
during its advancing a distance equal to 
one lRttice parameter, l~.r5/6.0 (4). 
viscosity of the continuous phase portion 
of the non-Newtonian fluid. 
DNN = (0.71)(10)-~(0.97)(15.5/6.0)(0.92/3.0) 
- o.547(10)-r5cm2 /sec 
Comparing this predicted value to the lowest value (the 
solute concentration is 0.84 gm/cm3 solution) for the 
1.20 wt.% CMC system in the experiments: 
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(H. 2) 
~ deviation = (0.547(10)-~ - 1.181(10)-5 )/1.181{10)-5. 
= -53.7% 
Table H.l 
~Percentage Deviation 2! Wilke-Chang Value from the 
Experimental, Values; Wilke-Chang Values: 
0.7l(lo)-5cm2/sec !i 23°0 ~ o.67(lo)-5cm2/sec !i 21 °C 
System Temper- Polymer D(l) y AB gm/100cm3 Number ature Polymer cone. 
•c wt.% (l0)-5cm2/seo sol. 
1 23 CMC 2.20 0.512 0.947 
2 23 CMC 2.00 0.953 0.775 
3 .. 2~- CMC:l 1.70 0.572 1.018 
4 23 CMC 1.35 0.558 0.825 
5 23 CMC 1.20 1.181 0.840 
6 23 Carbopol 0.28 0.468 0.715 
7 21 Carbopo1 0.25 0.439 0.734 
8 21 Carbopol 0.22 0.640 1.217 
9 23 Carbopol 0.20 0 • .54.5 0.870 



















A = concentration dependence or the solution density 
A1 ,A2,A3= area under the curve of reduced concentration 








constants in Gornpertz equation 
~olecular diffusion coefficient of a solute, 
cm2/sec 
diffusivity as function of reduced concentration. 
Calculated with integral I2 considering volume 
change, cr12/sec 
diffusivity as function of reduced concentration. 
Calculated v;i th integra_l I 2 neglecting volume 
change, cm2/sec 
diffusivity as function of concentration. 
CRlculated with integral I 1 neglecting volume 
change, crn2/sec 
diffusi vi ty as function of reduced concentration. 
Calculated with integral I 1 neglectinG volumo 
change, cm2/sec 
dit'fusi vi ty as runction or reduced concentration. 
I 
C qlcula ted ·Hi th integral I 1 for 
!- ""'·~ \,.- .. ,"'t 
xdy* and integral 
/, 
1 2 for xy~:-dy~:- considering volurne change, c11:~/:3ec 
coordinate, corresponds to distance after the 
changing of the scale {G={x/0.005}-1) 





















integral as 5 xdy* 
integral as J f(y-:~)dy* 
ith component of mass diffusion flux of 








x component of m8ss average velocity em/sec 
coordinate, corresponds to distqnce em 
concentration or solute, gm/100cm3 
concentration of solute, gm/cm3 
reduced concentration t.:l A/W Al 
reduced concentration y·:} corresponds to p 
1-Jeight fraction of solute, Y/{Y + wt. of 
Polymer solution) 
the volu~e fraction of the continuous phase 
refractive index 
Subscripts: 
A = solute A 
B ::::: solvent B 
Al = initial weight fraction of solute 
AO = solute free weight fraction 
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NN = diffusivity of a non-Newtonian fluid 
cp = properties or parameters of the continuous 
phase portion of the non-Newtonian fluid. 
Greek and Other Letters: 
--------------------------f = total mass density, gm/cm3 
fr = mass density of component I, gm/cm3 
fs = density of solute-free polymer solution, gm/cm~ 
~= symbol used for sigmoid function 
<P== an association factor for solvent 
.A= viscosity of the fluid, centipoise 
;= number or neighbors o!' the diffusing rnolecule 
Hhich are sheared during its advancing a 
distance equal to one lattice parameter 
1[ = Boltzmann transformation, x/2t~, em/sec~ 
Appendix J 
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